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ABSTRACT
-iii
This report presents a plastic design method for unbraced
multi-story frames. An unbraced frame for the purpose of this
report is one which has no bracing in the plane of loading such as
X-type bracing, shear wails or cladding. Theory is referred to
briefly but the main emphasis of this report is on practical
application. For this reason, detailed explanations, derivations,
and experimental verifications of design equations, are not
included. They can be, found in the references listed at the end
of the paper.
Only rigid frames designed in carbon and/or high-strength
structural steels are considered. Floor systems are assumed to be
simply supported and perpendicular to the frame. Design examples
are given to aid the reader in understanding the procedure.
Calculations are done in a tabular form to suggest a possible
means of organization for manual computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report r~presents a method for the plastic design of
unbrace~, rigidly jointed, multi-story frames. The method is in
a form prepared for design office reference. It is recommended
that the reports nplastic Design of Multi-Story' Frames--Lecture
Notes and Design Aids" be used alang with this report when
1 2*performing action de~ign.-' The method is applicable to two-
dimensional framep which conform to AISC Type 1 construction.
Out-af-plane members are assumed to be simply supported and
perpendicular to the plane of the frame.
Design procedures are given for all beams and columns, and
for floor system members which must provide lateral bracing for
the beams. Out-af-plane bracing for the columns is considered but
the effect of cladding is not considered. Connections are discussed
and the drift of the frame is checked. Two types of steel are
considered in the design procedure as presented, ASTM A36 and ASTM
A44l. Other steels can be us~d when their adequacy in plastic
design is established. Examples at the end of each step of the
procedure are given to aid .,in the understanding of the design
method and to s'uggest a tabular form of organizing· manual
computations ..
*Superscripts are used to denote ref~rence numbers.
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Some of the recommendations presented in this report differ
with the limitations of Part II of the 1963 AISC Specification,3
That specification properly limited the application of pl~stic
-2
design to one-and two-story buildings of ASTM A7' and A36
structural steels. A maximum limit was placed on column loads
simply ,because information was lacking on the behavior of columns
loaded above that limite Similarly the use of plastic design in
multi-story frames was limited to members in the floor systems
(girders and floor beams) of frames where sidesway is prevented
by means of a bracing system other than the beams an,d col,umns.
The results of research have removed many of the uncertainties
which necessitated the foregoing limitations. In preparing this
report the authors have made recommen~ations which will lead to
the design of multi-story building frames having safety factors
consistent with established practice. The proper applic~tion of
plastic design principles can enable the designer to effect
savings through the elimination of material which contributes
unnecessary strength in parts of the structure where this excess
strength can not be effectively used.
Where the recommendations of this paper exceed the limits
stated in the AISC Specification, it will require a change in the
specification to make these recommendations fully acceptable in
areas where building codes demand adherence to the AISC Specifi-
cation e Wherever possible, differences from the current specifi-
cation will be noted in this paper.
345.1
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The American Institute of Steel Construction is studying
changes to its Specification based on the research cited. While
some changes in num~rical values can be anticipated, the final
concepts of their revised specification should prove to be
cons~stent with the cOl;1cepts presented here. Meanwhile ,. the
designer must remain constantly aware of the variances from the
specification and either conform with current specifications or
obtain permission from the proper regulatory body to use the
recommendations as presented here.
-3
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2 . DESIGN CONCEPTS
An unbraced multi-story frame can be subjected to different
types. of loads such as gravity loads and a combination of 'gravity
and wind loads. Under combined loading, the axial load acting
through the relative story drift causes ~n additional loading
effect on the columns known as the P-6 effect. The frame must be
able to .resist these loads and also be stiff enough so that the
frame drift under one or several of these loads is within accept-
able limits.
In plastic design the working loads are multiplied by load
factors or factors of safety to obtain the desired loads. If the
gravity load factor is larger than the combined load factor, the
top few floors, where the effects of wind are small, will be
designed based on gravity loads. With each additional floor, the
effects of the wind increase until finally the design of members is
controlled by the combined loading case. Between the top several
floors controlled by gravity loading and the bottom floors controlled
by combined loading, there is a transition zone in which either or
both can control depending on which is larger. The various zones
to be considered in multi-story frame design are illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The design of the portion of the frame controlled by the
gravity loading condition can be done by straightforward procedures.
Member sizes are selected·based on readily obtainable loads. In
345.2
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the region controlled by combined loading, however, the design
-5
procedure is more difficult. A part of the l~ads acting on the
members is from the p-~ effect, ·which depends on the drift of the
frame. The frame drift, though, can not be found until all the
members have been selected. T6 overco~e this problem~ a design
procedure has been developed which first assumes a frame drift and
calculates the second order effects consistent with that drift.
~ember sizes are then selected based on the effects of wind and
gravity loads and the p-~ effect. The preliminary frame is next
analyzed to determine the adequacy of the members selected based on
strength and stiffness. From the analysis, one or more members may
be revised. Any revision constitutes another preliminary design.
A second preliminary design procedure is to select members to resist
gravity load alone. The frame is then analyzed for strength and
frame drift when subjected to combined loading. Member sizes are
revised based on the frame drift thus forming a new preliminary
design. Although the latter preliminary design method is easier,
this report will consider only the former method since use of an
initial estimated frame drift causes it to converge to an answer
more quickly.
It would be ideal if the assumed frame drift could be. based on
experience gained from designing many frames. Lacking this large
volume of experience, the trial drift assumed for this report will
be O.02h per story for all stories below the third, and O.GOSh,
O~OlOh, and O.DISh for the first, second, and third stori~s from
the top of the structure. This is felt to be a conservative
345.2
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assumption but not absurdly so, resulting in safety without much
sacrifice of possible economy.
A detailed explanation of the design procedure starting with
preparation of data through revision of preliminary members sizes
is given in the following chapters.
345~2
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3. PREPARATION OF DESIGN· DATA
The preparatory steps of multi-story frame design are:
-7
dimensional layout, member identification, assignment and distri-
bution of the load systems, application of load factors, and the
tabulation of preliminary design data.
Dimensional layout is based on the functional requirements of
providing space and services for the occupants of the building.
Architectural considerations and the economy of the total building
installation will control.
For convenience in design, members should be identified by
some systematic notation. The procedure used in this report is to
assign numbers to the roof, floor levels and the ground level
starting with the number "one" at the roof. Since the design
method works from the top to the bottom of the frame, the numbering
sy.stem starts from the top <?-nd proceeds downward. The word "level"
is used to mean the floor. Thus level 5 is the fifth floor from
the top counting the roof as level one. Columns are designated by
letters, starting with A on the left. Thus the left column in the
top stbry wotild be 'designated Al~A2.
The load systems can usually be assigned: from a regional build-
ing code which will define the minimum loads. In the ,absence of a
regional building code, one of the available recommended uniform
building codes can be used. The assignment of· loads is at all
times at the discretion of the engineer--the codes only suggest
345.2 -8
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minimums. In this paper are used excerpts from the American
Standard Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in
Buildings and other structures (A58.l-1955) sponsored by the
National Bureau of Standards. 4 After the selection of load
systems for the total structure, the designer must assign an
appropriate portion of the load to each plane frame of the
structure and to each member'. In principle this s1).ould be done
for each combination of J.oads which could be applied se,parately.
For a preliminary design of an indeterminate frame, little or no
information about member sizes is availble immediately so an
approximate distribution of the loads is most practical. A good
rule of thumb to follow is that loads should be distributed so that
a path is provided for all loads to be transmitted to the ground.
A recommended manner of assuming the distribution of loads systems
is as fo-Ilows:
1. Floor dead and live loads are distributed through
the floor system to each bent as uniformly distri-
buted loads or as concentrated loads coming from
simply supported floor members.
2; Exterior wall dead loads are distributed to each
bent as concentrated loads on the bent at connection
points of spandrel beams.
3. Lateral loads from wind and/or earthquake are distri-
buted through each bent as concentrated loads at the
level of the girders.
345.2 -9'
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4., Lateral loads applied at certain unbraced bents may
be distributed to sway-resisting bents through the
diaphram action of the floor system. The lateral
loads assigned to the unbraced bents are added to
the lateral loads on the sway-resisting bents at
the same level as concentrated loads.
Some caution must be exercised in assuming loads to be distributed
to the -frame arbitrarily in cases where stiffnesses vary consi-
derably between similar members. For instance, buildings with
some unbraced and some sway-resisting bents might share the loadS
in a manner quite different from the uniform distribution assumed
if the stiffnesses of the bent are arranged unsymmetrically.
Following the assignment and, determination of the distri-
bution of load systems, the first step which makes the design a
plastic design is the multiplication of the working loads by the
appropriate load factors. The factored loads represent a computed
ultimate load for design purposes. The strength of the actual
structure should be sufficient so that failure would not occur at
a lower load if the actual working loads were increased propor-
tionally to the ultimate -level. Application of load "factors is
done after any adjustments are made in the working loads for live
load reduction or partial loading. For gravity type loading, the
factor used in this paper is 1.70 and for combination gravity and
lateral loads the factor used is 1.30. These load factors are
somewhat lower than -those given in Part II of the AISC Specifi-
345.2
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cation, in recognition of improved knowledge of the strength of
-10.
beams and columns gained since the original issuance of that part
of the Specification. The gravity load factor is essentially in
agreement ~ith the factor of safety included in Part I of the
AISC Specification. The combined loading case load factor is
three-fourths of the gravity loading case load factor rounded off
to- 1.30.
The preparation of design data so far discussed can be done
in tabular form. This is shown in Example 1. This example
consists of:
1) A presentation of the dimensions and working loads
per unit area for the frame.
2) Conversion of the loads per unit area into loads
per foot on girders considering a typical form of
live load reduction.
_3) Conversion of the loads per unit area into concen-
trated loads at each level of each column also
considering a typical form of live load reduction.
4) Conversion of wind loads per unit area into concen-
trated loads at the joints.
The final loads are presented in three forms:
1) 'Working loads,
2) Factored load of ,1.70 tilues working load for use"
in designing for gravity load alone,
345.2 -11
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3) Factored load of 1.30 time~ working load for use
in designing for gravity plus wind load.
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lexample I
Calculate and tobulate /00d.s on gircler.!j and
columns of Frome
A 8 C D 8t:nf .5pacing = 24 ftLe~/ I .....
2 ..·· Working Loads:,.....
4 ......
.5 u .. Roof: w L = JOp.sf'
w o = 95psf
Floor:;: wL t:t 100 p.sf
10......
Wo = /20p:Jf
...
CO
~ eXferior
Walls: w o = CJ"p~fn1.5 ......
... Wind: ~op:sfC\J
"-
(!J
20...... ~
23..--1----1--+----1
24 ....-t-----t---+-~__I
~I 25.////// // ~T/// -7
I.?O~~ ?tJ' ~I
-12
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i) (jird~r Loads
Roof airder~ (Level I)
wL = 0.0-'0 k.3f)(?4 ff. = a 72 k/ft
wD :. 0.095 )( ?4 = e.2tJ I</ft,
Total Load(Working) -, 3. 00 k/f1
Floor 6irder.s (level:;s? fo ?4)
(P~rct!:nf Live Load Reduction by ASA A 58.1)
Maximum Reduction
12 =r 100 x DiaL = /00 120 +100 = .50.9 %
4."L J( 4."(100)
bay
Girder De.5ignofion A8 be CD
floor Area 5erved{:xf. ft.) 460 2tJd (;72
%Reduction of L.L. 3(j.4 ?-'.o ..53.7(QOd x Area)
% Reduction :xJ.4 c-'.,O .50.9
Perrnitf~d
W D = 0./20 k~f J( 24 (f = 2~ 'Y(f
Live Load:;,
Girder A8: WL ::a 0./00(1-0.""4) K?4 - 1.4~ ~h
Girder f>C: l1rL • O.IOO(I-O.~"O) It 24 • l.d5 'Yf,
Girder CD: ~ = 0./00(1-0.509) x?4 ... 1./d -y""
-13
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table I
Uniformly Di.5tributed Loads on Girders of Frame
Inclu,din9 Live Load Reducfion
WorJ(ing Lcx:xi roctored Lead Factored Load
/. 70 x Working /.~OxWorking
--t)-- --0--
Gravity Load Grovlftj +Wind
CO.5e Load·C05e
0--
--0--
W (k/ff) W (kjff) W(k/ft)
ROCJf Live 0.72 /,2? 0.94
Girder.s Dead 2.2~ 3.~" 2,9(;,
Total 3.00 .5./0 3.90
floor Live /.46 2.52 /. 9~
Girders Dead 2.68 4.t!J9 3. 74
At:.> 7bta/ 4.3(j, 7.4/ 5. ~(j,
Floor Live /. /35 3./.5 2.4/
Girders Dead c.(jtJ 4.~9 3.74
f)C Total 4.7.3 6.04 (P. /5
floor Live /./ tJ 2.01 / ..53
Girders Dead 2. ,,{} 4.tJ9 3.74
CD ?blal 4.0(; (;.90 .5.27
345.2
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2) Column Loads
(Perc~nf Live Load Reduction by A5A A!XJ.I)
Max. L.L. Reduction Permitted IOO(D+L) • 5a 9
4.3.3L
Column location A 8 C D
Floor Ar~o-:;erveCl/:5lor!l 240 .3d4 4"0 ~"cD(~. ft.) -
Story
~ Reduct/on
1- ~ 0of Live Load 0 0 0
Permi'fed 2-,3 1*3.2 30.7 3l'-4 ~9
R ,3-4 38.4 -'Q9 !'a9 ...%l9
other-Sbrie:J -'0.9 " " I'
Wall Loao:J on exterior Colurnn!J
Roof.5fory: (4 fl parapef wall)
p = O.O{jS k.:J:f X 4 ff x ?4 ff • ~.. 2 kip3
O/her !Jtorie.s :
-15
p • aotJ.5.. )( I~ It 24 = 24.5 kips
e~f;maf~d .£k:od load orco/umn ./. Fireproofing: 612.5';n
(Al/err:J~ for Whole lXi/ding)
345.2
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TobIe 2
Calculation of Col. Load.s for Frome
ba.sed on Tribufary Area of Floor
(W( k' La)or Jng 00 ~
Load CoLA Co/. 8 CoLC CoL D
Item Calculated Vnlenjillj P P P P
(k/ft) (kiPj) (kipS) (kips/ (kipS)
,From Level/to c
Roof Toiol Load 3.00 30.0 48.0 (;,QO 420
Parapet Wo//-- D.L~ ext. Col. tJ.2 - - d.2
W.t. ofCol. f nreproofinf/ QG?5 7.5 25 7.5 7.6
~.j5 --. Total Load (Level/to 2) 45.7 CJ7.5 .57.7
From Level c 103
D.L. rrom r/oor Gil"der 2.88 2~.8 4G./ 57.{P 40.3
Red. L.L. from rloor Girder (I-R) 24'" /9.4 '2".(0 29.(0 24.61
Wall Load on [xl Co~ 24.5 - - 24.5
WI. of .Col. f r'ireproofing 0.(;25 7.5 7.3 ~ 7.5
7Ota/ Increment(Level f103; tJO.2 tJO.2 94.7 9G.9
Plu, /Jx)fLoad(Level 110 2) 45.7 55.5 (;7.5 .57.7
Totol Load (Level 2 to 3) /2.5.9 V35.7 /(;,2.2 /.54.cP
From Level .J to 4
D. L. rrom Floor Girder 2.61 28.8 4(};./ .57.(;; 40.3
Red. L. L. from F/cor Girder '1-R) 24" /4.6 1{j.6 23.G 1(0.5
Wall Load on Ext. Col. 24.5 - - 24.5
WI. of Col. +Fireproofing 0.&25 7.. 5 7.5 7.5 7.5
Increment per rlcor 7.5.(; 72.4 88.7· 8~.6
'2 x Incremenf /5/.2 /44.6 /77.4 ~77. (j,
P/U.5 Roof Load(Level / 10 s> 45.7 .5..5,5 (;7.5 .57.7
Totol Load (Level..3 104) /%.9 2003 244.9 ?323
from Level 4 to 25
D.L. from Floor Girder 2,88 2~.~ 4G./ 57." 4Q3
Red. L. L. from floor Girder r/--R) 24" 11.. 0 /tj.t3 23.(p /(;..5
Wall Load on ext Col. 24.5 - - 24.5
WI. of Col. f rireproofinq O.G?5 7.5 7.5 7.5. 7.5
/ncrementper Floor:: I 7?t; 72.4 ~t5.7 <:58.8
MUltiplier for Total
**
(N-I) (N-I) (N-I) (N-I)
Roof Load BRL 45.7 .55.5 G7.5 67.7
Formula for Total =p RL"'I(N-t RLfl(N-1 RL([(N-I) I<lJoI(N-I)
Limit.::; of N 4~N~24 45N~2d 4 51J~?4 4SNS?.4
:;I 12 =Percent Live Load Reduction
•• N =Numb~r of floor level at top of column consider~d.
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Table 3
ural/it!) loads in Columns of rrorne
805ed on Tributary Area of Floors
(WorKing Loads)
Col. Working Col. Working Col. Working Col. Working All
A Load 8 Load C Load D Load Column3P(kip~) p(kip5) P(kip:J) p{ki(5) ~p
AI-A'C 45.7 8/ - 82 55.5 CI-C2 "7.5 01-02 57.7 ??tP.4
A2-A3 1?.5.9 82-83 135.7 C2-C3 1u,2.2 D2- 03 1!>4..!!J .57tJ•.3
A3-A4 /9UJ.9 8'-84- ?OO.4 C'-Cd 244.8 D'-D4 ?.35..3 tJ77.4
A4-A5 ?c,3~4 84-85 ?727 C4-C5 3-'.3..5 D4-05 -.'?4./ 119.3.7
A5-AG ",X.o 85-8fP .!M.5. I C5-C(i, 4~2.2 D5-f)<;, 4/2.9 I ~/r;. ~
AG1-A 7 dOd." OG-87 4/7./ CtiJ-C7 5/0.2 01;-07 .501.7 18-'8.7
A7-AfJ 4131.2 87-88 489~9 C7-C~ ·!'99.G D7-DtJ 590.5 21(;/.2
A~-A9 5-'~8 fJ8-8~
..5"2" C~-C9 ~.3 Dd-D9 (p7~.3 ?4lJ!\7
A9-AIO G2G.4 09-8/0 G34.7 C9-CIO 777.0 D9-010 7(Od-1 ?lJOtiJ.2
AID-All (;99.0 8/0-811 707./ C/O-ell "G.5.7 DIO-DII d!XO.9 !J/?t3.7
AII-A/2 77/.G 13/1-8/? 779.5 C/I-C/2 954.4 all-'0/2 945.7 -'4S/.?-
A/2-A/3 1J44.2 8/?-813 t}51.9 C/2-C/3 I04fJ./ 0/2-0/3 10-'4.5 -'.77.3.7
AJ3-A/4 9/6J.t; 0/3-8/4 9?4.3 C/'j-C/4 113'.0 D"-D/4 /123.~ 409'.2
AI4-AIS 9l't3.4 8/4- /!)/5 99(;,.7 C/4-C/5 1??O.5 014-015 1?/2./ 44/tJ.7
A-/!:J-A/G 10(;20 8/5-81(; /CX;9./ C/5-C/tiJ /309.2 D/5-D/tJ, I~OO.9 474/.2
A/r;,-A/7 11.34.(; fj/u,-8/7 //4/.5 CIG;,-C/7 1'97.9 D/~-DI7 '369.7 ..5Ot;!J~7
A/7-AIIJ IC07.2 817-8/13 1?/3.9 C/7-CIIJ /4<8{P.~ D/7-D/tJ 147~..5 ~"t!JfP.2
A/(j-A/9 /279.~ 8/6-8/9 /2tJ(;.' C/d-C/9 157.5.~ OIIJ-D/9 /.5(;7.3 57otJ.7
A/9-A'ro ".52,4 819-B?O "58.7 C/9~Cro 1(;(;,4.0 D/9-0ro 1C,5(i,./ r;o~/.2
A?O-All /4?5.0 b20-8'CI 1451./ C20-C'2/ . /7527 O?O-D~I /744.9 ~,.,.:>.7
A2/-A22 1497.G 021-822 /.50:3.5 C~/-C'22 /(34/.4 O?I-022 I~"".7 fN7t1.?
A?2-A?~ l!ilO,2 1:J22-8'C3 1:573.9 C??·C~.3 /930./ O?2-D?3 /92'2.b ~99lJ.7
A 2.3·A24 1(i,42.13 02'-!'t:t1 /G48.3 C?!J-C?4 2OItJ.l!J De~-Dcd ?O/I.:' 73?/.2
A~-A?j /7/5.4 8?4·8?,", 1720,7 Cc4-C2.5 ?/O7.5 D24-02.5 2/00./ 7(;4.3.7
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Tob/~ 4
ractor~d (;rovily loads in Columns ofFrarn~
8o:Jed on Tribvfory Area of Floors
--Q -- -
Gravity load Ca:Je (j. 70 x Working Load)
Col. u/t. Col. u/t. Col. VIi . Col Ult. AI/
A LCXJd 8 Load C Lood D Load Columns(kip;,) 1kip,) (kipS) (!rips) L.P
Al-A2 77.7 bl- l!J2 94.4 CI-C? 1/4#tJ 01-02 913./ 3tJ~.O
A2-A3 2/4.0 82- fj, 2:0.7 C?-C3 ?7.5.7 O?-D3 ?Gi~.7 9~3.1
A3-A4 3~.7 fJ'-{j4 340.6 C'-C4 4/G.2 D~-D4 400.0 149/.4
A4,-A5 447.tJ 84-lJ5 4(;'.7 C4-C5 ~7·0 04-D~ 6.5/.0 20'29.5
A!J-AG 67/.2 85.-tJ(; ~." C.5-CG 717.7 O£J -DfP 70/.9 2577.(;AG-A7 1;94.(; 8tD-fj7 709.9 C(j,-C7 ~..5 Dfi,-07 1552.9 3/25.9
A7-Ad d/tJ.O 87-f)d d.330 C7-Cd 10/9.3 07-0" /003.9 !jt;74.2
Ad-A.9 94/.5 tJd-{j9 9!!xb./ Cd-C9 1/70./ Od-D9 //54.d 42';?5
A9-AIO 1(J(;4.9 1J9-tJ1O I07fJ.2 C9-CIO '320.9 IJ9-0/0 /505.8 4770.~
AID..AII 1/138.5 fjIO-l!J11 I?O'? 3 C/O-ell /47/.7 010-011 /4XJ.7 ~.319.0
AII-A/~ /3/1.7 811- 812 /.8?5.4 ell-el2 /G?25 011- DJ? 1(;07· 7 5eJt;7.3
A/2-AI3 14~5.J /j/2-f!J/3 /4465 ct2-C/3 /773.3 O/?-O/3 1750. 7 f44/.5.G
A ',-A 14 /55/j.G 81'-814 157/.(; C/5-C/4 /924./ D/3-0/4 /909.(; G9r;,.'3
A/4-A/S 1tK320 l'JJ4 -8/5 11;94.7 Cf4-CIS '?O74.9 0/4-DI5 ?CX;O.tD 76/'2.. 2
A/~J-AI(i., Id05.4 f)/!J-!jlfA 1~/7·(J C/5-CIv.. ?2?..5.t; f)/5 -OIG c211.~ ~3
A/f4-A/7 /9?l'.l' "/(;-8/7 /940.9 Clarel? 237G4 D/(;,-OI7 ?3(;2.5 t!jfP06.<D
A/7-A/(j ro.5l2' 6/7-8/t3 ?CJ(;4.0 C 17-C/{j 25?7·2 D/7-D/d ?~/".5 9/X.9
AIf,.-A/9 2/7:5.C, l!J/d-fj/9 2/~7·1 C/~-CI9 2(;78.0 D/8-D/9 ?t;(;4.4" 9705./
AI9-AaJ 2?99./ B/9-02O ?.!'IO.'2 C/9-C20 2~2"-~ D19-0ro ?d/.5.4 /O2~.3.5
Aa7-A'l1 ?4??.5 t:J20-f!J'l1 ?4~'.' CaJ-C'21 ?a79G Dro-D21 ~9~.3 IOdOI.7
A?/-A?2 ?6459 6~/-f:J'l2 255(9.4 C21-C?2 !J/~.4 D2/-0?2 3//7·3 /1~50.0
A22-A'l' ~(;~"' 1!>?2-8?3 eG79.5 C~-C2.3 32d/.'2 D22-D?3 ~2f.it!j.' 1/CJ9t!J. ~
A?3-A24 2792d i:5?/j-Ij?4 ?tso2G C~-C24 :J4'20 023-0'd:/. 34/9.2 /244~r;
A?4-A'l5 ?9/G.2 824-I!J?S 29?.5.7 C24-C?S .3SIJ2.~ D~4-0~ 3.570·'2 /299CJ.9
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ractored (Jrovify Loads in Columns of-Frorn~
t}o.sed on Tributary Area of Floors
0----
yrovlffl Plus Wind load Ca.se{t.!K)/f Working load)
Col. ' UJt. Col. Ult. Col. Uli: Col. Ult.. A/I
A Load t:J Load C Load D Load Columns(kips) (I< ips) (l<ip5) (kipS) :EP
A/-AZ 59.4 /!)/-82 72.2 C I-C? 87.tJ Ol-O? 75.0 ?94.4
A2-A3 1(;3.7 82-83 /7(0.4 CZ-c, ?/O.9 02-0' ?a?9 7!!J1.9
A'-A4 ~X.O fJ'-fJ4 2tPO.4 C'-C4 .31".'2 03- 04 305.9 //40.5
A4-A5 !J4~.4 b4 -f'J5 "~.5 c4-Cfi 43.3.(0 £>4-05 4'2/..3 /5.5/."
A-'-Afi, 4XJ.6 t:J5-J3ro 44tJ.fD C 5-Cfi 54tJ.9 O~-O" .5X.d /97/./
AG-A7 ~~J.2 f}G-f!J7 .5L1? 7 Cfi,-C7 ~G4.'2 OG-07 (;02.2 2!!19O•.3
A7-M (;?.,5.t; 87 - 8{j G..%.d C7-CtJ 779.5 07- OtJ 7fi,7.7 ?e.09.G
A6-A9 7/9.9 06-013 7-309 C~-C9 'tJ94.0 08-D9 dt>3./ ~??tj.7
A9-AIO dI4.~ fJ9-fjlO CJ25.0 Cg';'CIO 1010. I D9-010 99.:9..5 !jf;47.9
A/O-AII 9Q~l7 8/0-8/1 9/~.1 CIO-CII //25.4 010-011 11/4.0 40liJ7-2
AIl-AlP 100.3.1 8//-l!Jrc IO/~.2 CII-Ctl /240.7 0/1- 012 1?29.4 dd.lJ(;.d
AI2-A/' 1097.6 f'J/2-l!J/' 1107.4 C/?-CI' /.3xP.O D/?-D/3 1.344.9 4905."
A"-Ald 1/9/.0 13/3-8/4 1201.4 C,,·C/4 /47/.3 O/~-O/4 14GO.~ -53?4.8
A/4-A/5 1?t!J'.'C fj'4-/!J/~ 1?9!:J. ~ CI4-C/fJ 1~.7 D/4-D/5 1.57':;.7 .5744./
A/5-AlfD I~G {jI:; -/jIG 1~9.t; C/5-CIG 170?O D/!J-DKD /(;9/.2 GI'3.4
A/{P-AI7 /475.0 "/fP-817 14tJ!J.. 7 Clli-C/7 /017.' OIf6-QI7 I (j ()(iJ. r;, G5d2~
A/7-A/t; 16~~4 8/7 -1318 /~77.{j C/7:-CllJ /932.(; DI7-0/tJ /9??' 7001.9
A/{j-A/9 1~'.7 eJltJ-/!J19 /(;7/.9 CltJ-C/9 ?047.9 O'''-DI9 ?O.37..~ 74'2/.0
A/9-A20 /7=t;.' £J/9-lJ20 17(;(0.0, C/9-Cro ?1(;~.2 O/9-0lO ~/5?9 7&10. 'l
A'20-A~1 ItJ::J2.5 l!J20-fj2/ /tJr;Q I ·C20-C2/ ??7".~, 020-0~1 nGB.-' ~259.4
A2/-A?2 /94fi1.9 l'J2/-8?? 19~4.2 C'C/-C?? ?-39.3.6 02/-Dn ?3tJ3..8 ~"7t!J.7
A'12-A?' ?O41." f!)??-fj?' ?04tJ. .3 C?2-C?3 ?!!J09./ D22;'D?~ a1SJ9.3 ~~.O
A2,-A24 ?/3!j.G, tJ23-fj?4 ?/4'2.4 C?3-C?tJ ?t4'?4.4 023-D?4 ~GiI!J.O 95/7.4
Aat-A?S ??XJ.O "~4-0'?!J ?23<A5 C24-'C?!J '2739.~ 024-025 27~1 99~.4
+ _ .... - .. .-".
- ~.
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3) Wind Loads .
1-/ .. a O'?O ksF J( I? ff x P4 ff - ~ 7(4 kipS
TQB .5tQr!l (Level I fo ?)
To allow for 4 - roof parppef one! holfof ~tory 1- 2
~~ )( 5. 7tP • 4.~ kip:J
Table: .~_
Wind Load .5heor.:J in Frol71~
~tory CummtJlafivt: lJorizonfol~r~1-1
lev~1
rrom--- Working. Load foctortXI Load,
To--- (/'!X) x Working)
(kip~) (~/p~)
1-2 4.60 (;.242-' IO.~G /3.75
'-4 IG . .,2 2/. '2'24-5 22.0lj ?~.70
.5-(; 27.'34 ~./9
G-7 .".3.(;0 4.3.f#d
7-~ ..39.-'G .5/./7
~-9 4!J./'2 ~.~
9.:../0 -:5Q~ ~.14
10-11 -XAG4 7~t:;.3
11-/2 ~2.40 t!!J1·tZ
12-/~ ~.IG ~.~J
,'-/4 7~.92 9~.IO
14-/~ 79.~ IO~.~
I~-Ifi t!J~.44 1/ /.07
ltD -/7 91.?O IltJ.~-
17, -It!; 9(#.9(; I?(#.O,",
ItJ-/9 10'2·7'2 /~",..~4
/9- a:> IOd.4t3 /4/.02
t!O-~1 1/4.24 /dtJ.!J1
2/-'/2 /?aOO I!5UAOO
2'2-~~ / ~,!j.7(# 1t;,~..49
B-N I ~/.",2 17Q9l'
at-~.5 1-']. ~(S /7a.4t;
. -20
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4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF GIRDERS
To design the girders in an unbraced mUlti-story frame, it is
necessary to know the conditions and loads to which they are
subjected. The girders must be able to support full gravity
loading,as well as combined loading, with the added effects of
wind. Under combined loading the girders carry moments caused by
both gravity load and wind. For equilibrium at a floor level the
sum of the column end moments must equal the sum of the girder end
moments at the level.
4.1 Equilibrium Equations'
The sum of the column end moments in a story can be determined
from an equilibrium equation based on the horizontal shear in the
story. The horizontal shears which must be resisted by the story
are E H (Fig. 2), the sum of the external horizontal loads above
the story, and (E P)(6/h), a horizontal component exer~ed by the
sum of the column loads on the story acting in the displaced position
resulting from the relative story drift 6. Each column exerts a
resisting shear equal to the sum of its end moments divided by
the story.height h. The equilibrium equation in terms of the sum
of the column moments in a story may be expressed as:
EM = - (~H)h - (1:P) 6 ( 1)c
where EM = sum of the column end moments (plus signc
indicates clockwise moment on end of member)
1::H = sum of the-horizontal loads down· to the
level in question
345.2 -22
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EP = sum of the axial for~es above the level
~ = story drift of the level-in question
For 'purposes of preliminary.design, values of ~ may be assumed
then checked and refined at appropriate .later stages of the design.
The end moments of the girders on a level must just balance
the end moments of the columns (Fig. 3) joining these girders.
It is impossible" to know in advance just how much of the column
moments in a story occur at each end of the column. However, a
fair estimate may be obtained by assuming that half of the moments
in an average story occur at the top and half at the bottom. Then
a set of girders at a given level will have to resist the average
of the sums of the column moments in the stories above and below
the level. The sum of the girder end moments in level n can then
(2)= a
= sum of the end moments of· the girders
on a level
where
be found by:
(EMc)n-l = sum of the column end moments in the
story (n-I) above level n
(EMc)n = sum of the column end moments in the
story below level n
The calculation of the sum of the column moments and the sum of
the girder moments for the example frame is illustrated in
E~ample 2 at the end of this chapter. The sum of all the column
loads in a level for the combined loading case (Table 5) is
345.2 -23
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mUltiplied by the assumed value of ~/h for each level. This
product is then added to the sum of the horizontal loads (Table
6) on each level. The sum of the column end moments is found by
multiplying the above sum by minus one times the. story height.
Using Eq. 2 the required sum of the gird~r end moments for each
level is calculated.
4.2 Selection of Beam Sizes
Girders to resist the column moments can be selected in two
ways. In the first method, which is applicable to the top few
stories of a frame, the girders are select~d for gravity load alone
and are then investigated to see what combination of gravity loads
plus wind moments they Can carry. Their use is then limited to the
levels in which their capacity is sufficient to resist the applied
forces.
Since a girder is able to form plastic hinges at the faces of
the columns, the effective length of the girders can be assumed to
be the clear span length. For preliminary design, the depth of
column can be assumed to equal twelve or fourteen inches. Lower
stories generally require a fourteen inch column. A fairly uniform
column size is. assumed in order to simplify splicing. The required
plastic moment of a girder, under uniformly distributed gravity
load and forming a beam mechanism with hinges at the column faces
(Fig. 4), can then be found by:
w(L-d )2
c
16 (3)
345.2
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where M
P
= required plastic ~oment of the. girder
w = factored total uniformly distributed
load on the girder
L = centerline span of the girder
d = depth of column
c
(L-d ) = clear span of the girder
c
In the second method, trial girder sizes are selected for all
girders in a level and the capacity of the set of girders is
investigated. The use of tllese girders is then limited to all
stories for which their capacity is s.ufficient and there is no
lighter set of girders which is satisfactory. This method is
applicable to the middle and lower stories. For the middle stories,
though the last approach can be used, it is not ideal. For these
stories trle smallest gravity-controlled girder can be increased in
In evaluating gi~ders for combined gravity and wind moments,
( 4)
2
= 1.3 W Lg
16
working gravity loads. The minimum plastic moment can be found by: .
smallest girder. This procedure can be followed until all the
girders on a level are the same size.
size first to that of the second smallest girder. The two girders
can then be increased in size together to the size of the third
a parameter M has been established. This parameter will bepm '
defined as the minimum plastic moment to resist 1.3 times the
345.2
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The plastic moment, the end moments and the sum of the end
moments in terms of the minimum plastic moment and the effective
-25
load coefficient FI can be found by statics using Fig. 5. In
expressions of static equilibrium based on Fig. 5, the effective
load coefficient, F1 is used as a dummy variable to relate the
various moments. The results can be expressed graphically (Fig. 6)
or in equat'ions and design curves (Appendix 1). Using the relation-
ship between the various girder moments and the criterion that the
sum of the girder end moments must,balance the sum of the column end
moments, girder sections can be selected.
In the selection of girders, two design approaches are possible.
A story may be studied to determine which girder size is necessary
to satisfy Eqs. 2 and 3, or a girder may be studied to see for which
stories it is suitable. ·In the first case, the charts-(Appendix 1)
are entered w-ith 'EM 1M and the required M 1M is found as illus-g pm p pm .
trated in Fig. 7. In the second method the procedure is just the
opposite; the charts are entered with M 1M and tM 1M' is obtained.p pm g pm
These same charts can be used to determine the girder end ~oments.
The charts are entered with a known value of M 1M along thep pm
ordinate axis which is projected horizontally until the Mp/Mpm curve
is intersected. From the point of intersection, a vertical line is
projected upward and downward to intersect. the M1/M and M2/Mpm. pm
curves having the proper d (L values. The two resulting values
c
give the girder end moments for a moment -diagram similar to that
in Fig. 5. Thfu procedure for finding girder end moments is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
4.3 Moment Balance
structure.
balance is made to achieve equilibriu~ at the joints between the
-26
After the preliminary girder sizes have been selected, a moment.
most easily understood with the aid of moment diagram sketches, a
continue to be satisfied for the level. In principle, a set of
column and the girder end moments. While joint equilibrium is
To insure that the plastic moment capacity of a member can be
column and girder moment disgrams such as given in the initial
moment diagrams of Example 3 is adjusted to obtain a final set of
maintained until sufficient hinge rotation occurs. The equations
equilibrium as well as story equilibrium. While the process is
for satisfying these conditions are given in Chapter 6.
tabular computation form is most practical for design of a complete
The selection of girqer sections is shown in Example 3 at the
end of this chapter. The checking of girders is also given in this
example to show that the sum of the girder end moments is equal to
Lateral bracing must also be provided so that the plastic moment is
or greater than the sum of the column end moments. This is done by
reached, premature local buckling must be prevented in all members.
345.2
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,moment diagrams also shown in Ex. 3 which then satisfy joint
'being achie,ved, care must be taken to en.sure that Eqs. 1 and 2
,using either the curves or the equations in Appendix 1.
345.2
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The starting mom.ents for the moment balance are the limiting
moments M1 and M2for the girders from Article 4.2 and the average
end moments for the columns. The initial moment diagrams in Ex. 3
show the starting girder moments for the members selected in Ex. 3
and the starting column moments for the same level. The sum of the
starting column end moments and the starting girder end moments
should be equal or nearly so to satisfy the purpose of the moment
balance--obtaining a set of column end moments in equilibrium with
the girder end moments so as to make a trial selection of column
sections.
A sign convention making a moment positive if it acts clock-
wise on the end of a member should be used. With this sign
convention the equal sums of column and girder end moments at a
level will be opposite in sign and will satisfy Eq. 2. The start-
ing moments with proper signs should be entered into a form such as
the moment balancing table in Ex. 3 at the end of this chapter.
The moment balancing table has a large column for each joint"
broken into sub-columns for each member meeting at the joint:
Therefore there are three sub-columns for each exterior joint and
four for each interior joint'. Additional columns to the right of
and for recording the sway unbalance above (SA) and sway unbalance
small sketch of the joint at the top of the column'. Any other
a given column of the table is identified by an arrowhead on a
The member' whose moments are recorded in
.
below a floor level eBB).
convenient method of identifying members may be used.
the table provide space for labeling the balancing operation (Opn.)
To make sure that the most severe moments and thrusts are
ensure that all moments continue to satisfy Eqs. 1 and 2.
-28
but opposite in sign at some other joint in the same story. The
considered on all columns, the moment balancing procedure should be
joint if the starting moments were selected properly. The trick is
violated by balancing a joint., The moment balancing procedure will
unbalance is removed by entering a column end moment equal in value
joint balance should be made at each joint in a given level. The
moment of that particil~r sign to balance it. An entry of minus
make a sway balance in the same story which has its sway equilibrium
structure. When changing the wind load from one side of the
135 above and below Joint C slightly Qvercorrects that joint. The
to start with a joint which has a large unbalance' first, and then to
order of ~alancing joints is optional. The sway correction from
the next-to-last joint will be just enough to balance the last
followed for wind from both the left ~nd the right sides of the
sway correction should always be entered at a joint which needs a
Once the ~tarting moments are entered into the table, the
Ex. 3 it is apparent that there is 270 k-ft, too much minus moment
moment balancing process can begin. At Joint D of Level 20 in
and below Joint D. This change in column moments results ~n a sway
moment unba"lance in each of the stories affected. The sway moment
joint. Therefore, plus 135 would be entered in the columns above
column moment are generally made nearly equal above and below the
brium with the girder moments. The increases or decreases in
in the columns. The joint moments are balanced by increasing or
decreasing the column moments at a joint until they are in equili-
345.2
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structure to the other, the magnitudes of the girder end moments
must be switched end-far-end, and the appropriate sign changes
must be made for all the starting moments. A sample moment
balance is shown in Example 3. The resulting beam and column
moments are shown in the final moment diagrams of Ex. 3
4.4 Example 3
This example begins with a calculation of the minimum plastic
moment Musing Eq. 4. Following this a tabular computation formpm
is used to investigate the suitability of two trial sets of girders.
The operations performed are described in a column labeled TtfunctionU ,
with results for each girder tabulated in a separate column followed
by a final column for recording pertinent sums.
Step 1 gives a record of the M values which do not changepm
no matter what size girders are selected. Step 2 records the
required sum of girder. end moments for the level determined from
Eq. 2. Steps 3, 5., 6, and 7 could be used to help gues,s a trial
section but they will not be used here.. The authors have found the
procedure of guessing a section and then checking it to be more
suitable.
Steps 4, 8, 9, 10, and 11 record the section properties of
trial girders for one story. Steps 12, 13, and 14 present the
values of girder moments picked from the design charts in Appendix
I as described in Art. 4.2. Moment value"s are converted from non-
dimensional form to their equtvalent values in kip-ft in Steps is,
16, and 17. The combination of transverse loads and girder end
345.2
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moments defines the exact limiting sha~e of the girder moment
diagram equivalent to Fig. 5. In Step 18 the sum of the required
column moments at the level is -recorded. This value should be
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign from the required girder
moments in Step 2.
Usually a chosen set of girders is found to have a total
capacity slightly greater than is needed for a given level as
"shown by the excess 'of Step 17 over Step 18. This means that the
girders will accept a distribution of moments having a plastic
hinge at the leeward end but lacking any other plastic hinge. End
moments consistent with this state may be'obtained by simply
reducing M2 values by an amount sufficient to equal the excess of
Step 17 over Step 18. Graphically this adjustment may be
represented by rotating the limiting moment diagram about its
leeward end. Steps 19 and 20 give the adjustment to moment M2
and the resulting value of M2 ,
Tabular forms of these operations are given for levels 4 and
20 of the example. frame. Trial girders for Level 4 were the minimum
members which would be selected for gravity load alone. Addition
of revised Steps 17, 19, and 20 at the bottom of the table allows
calculation of the adjusted moments M2 allowing" the use of the
same members on Levels 3 and 2.
345.2
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By determining the capacity furnished by three 24WF76 members,
it was found that they would be adequate for Level 20, as well as
18 and 19. A similar procedure would show that a lighter economy
section would be adequate for Level 17.
The foregoing procedures enable the determination of the
starting moments for the moment balancing table which follows in
Example 3. It has been described in Art. 4.3.
Example 3 concludes with a tabular summary of girders chosen
for the 24-story frame.
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(Example 2 r
Ca/cuJafe the Sum· Ot Column Moments and GirderMoments
Required in Each story ofFrame Assuming a Maximum
Sway af Design lJlfimaft!J Load Oro.o2<? h. Use Eq.. / and 2
~vel stao 1 LH-I& l:Mg Avera~LP Assurnti:l L PA ~H LMc
l:1t./h h h Rt!Jquirt!d Requita1 A{: Each
='h~ Co/umntnd
(Kips) .......... (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) (Kip -Ft.) (Kip-Ft) (Kip -Ft.)
I + 46.3
/·2 294 0.005 1.47 6.24 7.7/ - 92.5 - //.56
2 + /73.8
2·.3 752 0.010 7.52 /3.73 2-J.25 - 255 - 3/.9
.3 +358
3-4 1140 0.0/5 /7./ 2./.2 38...3 - 460 - 57.5
4 +588
4-5 /552 0.020 ~J.O 28.7 59.7 - 7/6 -89.5
5 + 684
5·6 /97/ H ~9.4 36.2 76.6 - 907 -J/3.4
"
+/00.3
6 b 7 2390 " 47.8 4~.7 9/.5 -/098 -/37.27 +, /9J
7-8 28/0 1/ 56.2 5/.2- /07.4 -/285 -/60.6
8 +188~
8-9 "229 II 64.5 58.7 /2.3..3 -1480 -/85.09 +/576
9-/0 ~648 II 73.0 t06./ /39./ -/669 -2Od.6
/0 +/7G4
10·/1 40G7 1/ '8/.J 7~.6 /54.9 -/869 -232.4
II +/956
11~/2 4486 II 89.7 8/./ 170.8 -2.050
-256.212 +2/45
12..13 4S06 II 98./ 88.6 1136.7 -2240 ~280.0
IS +2-336
13-/4 5325 II 106.5 96./ 202.6 -243/ -30.3.9/4 +252.3
14-/5 5744 II 1/4.9 10.3.6 ZIB -26/6 -327.0
/5 +27/Z
15~/6 61GB I' 123.3 III, I 2-34 ~2d08 -35/.0/6 +2904
16·/7 G5~3 1/ 1.3/.7 tld,6 250 ""3000 -387.5
/7 +8096
17../8 7002 n /40.0 126./ 266 -~/92
-399.0/8 +82.88
V8-/9 7421 II /48.4 /33.5 282 -3384 -423.0
345.2
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story
I IMg. AlIen:J!1-'Level l:P ASSlJmfJd .E.PA ~I-I IH+FA 2.Mo
Li./h h Ii Required Ia5quifed Mo Each
--h(iH!!4) Columnfnd7i
(Kips) - r,Kips) (Kips) (Kips) rCKip'-Pf') (Kip -PI; (Kip,:-Ff)
/8
/8-/9 742/ 0.020 /48.4 IB~.5 282 -3884 -428.0
I~ 4-~480
19-20 7840 1/ /56.8 /4/.0 298 -3576 -447.0
20 .J.~672
20·2/ 8259 11 /65,2 /48.5 .3/4 ,-.376d -47/.0
2/ +.3864
21:22 tB679 II /73.0 /56.0 880 -.3960 -495.0
22 1.3960
22·23 9098 1/ 182,0 /6B.5 846 -4/52 -5/9'.0
23 .,4050
23·2A 95/7 II /90.3 /7/.0 86/ -48-'2 -541.5
24 ~442tJ
24·2S 99.36 II /98.7 /78.5 877 -4524 -565.5
25
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1 Example 3 I
Design ofGird~r5 for Frol'71e Conside:nng MaXImum
5way ofO,020h.
I,) Determine the NumberoT Sfont3s for Which 6irder:s
S{J/~cfed fOrGn:Jvify Load Alone Will b" Adequate fo
Re,sist Gravity plus Wind load.
.2.) 5e/~cf GirdfJrs r
-34
=
/. Minimum Plastic Morne,nl.s of6irders
6ird"r . 12 w L de M,cm
Units I</ff fl (I k -ff
Source Tobie. J A53lJme Calculafe
ofEnfry Eq~ 4
teoof
A,- OJ. . e3.90 20 I 1!J8.0
8/- C, .3.90 /2 I 29,5
C/- DI ~,90 28 I /77.5 ,I
Floors
A2 - [;2. 0.66 20 I /27,6
82.,-C2 6.15 /2 I 46,0
C2-D2 5,27 28 I 240
2. 6lnier Design and Llmif/ng Moments
The Capacify forResisflng 61T1Vify plus Wind Moments
of th~Girders Selected fOr Grovify LoadA/on~ is InWlSfigokcl
in fht!!J FOllowing Tab/o. Tht36irdfJrs or't!JFoundtof)(,Suifab/6 fOr
Lev~/s 2,8 and 4,.
In a Similar Tabulated Compufafion,24VF7~5ecflon is
InV(J5figattjd and Found tobtJSuifab/t3 fbrLtjve/.s /8,1~and20.
(Tht;: Nexf Light6rSection i~nofAdequof~,)
". Morne:Jnf Oolance
AMoment't:Jalancing 7i:Jblt: for Levels 200nd21 follows
fhe' Girders Calculalions &
4. 5ummary of e,rd~rs Chosen
A :summary ofAll fhe Girders Chosen Fo/lows the
.Mo~enfOohnang ~b~.
345.2
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Girdt3r Design and Limiting" Moments
Level: 20
-36
FuncTion Source Units Ginder 6iroeJr 6irder ,EforAII
ofEntry AL3 /30 CO 6ircbrs
(f) Mpm k-ff 127,6 46.5 240
® L Mg >Required Ex. e 3672
@ I.Mg/ZMpm
@ dc/L 4=/ff - 0.050 0.08.3 0.0.36
@T Pi
@ r· Mp/Mpm
0j MpRequired
®a 5ecfion Handbook. - Z4W=76 2.4W=76 24~76® l 1/ inS 200./@/ Actual Mp ~GZ/12 k..rf 600..3
® Mp/Mpm @7(f) -- 4.7/ /2.92 2.5
@ EfFective F; App I - 6./ /6.80 3.25
@ M,/Mpm II - 5.2. /4.48 2.70(@) M'l/Mpm 1/ - 4.70 /.3.76 2./0
@ M, @x(f) k·ff b62 672 64(3
@J Mz @><0 k-rf 600 640 504
@ I.Mg M, +M2 k-ff /262 181Z //52 3726
@) L Meal Lev~1 Ex 2 k~ff -8672
'@ AdJustmentM2 @+@J k-ff - /8 - 18 - /8 - 54
@ EffBctiveM2 "M2+@ k-ft 582. 622 486
Level 18
Z Mg Required .328d
AdjiJstment Mz -/46 -/46 -/46 -·4.3d
EFfective M'Z 554 494- ~5d
Level /f!}
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Ad.Jusfmenf M2 - dZ -IJZ - 82 -246
EFFective Mz. 5/13 5!X3 422
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Example 3 - Initial Moment Diagrams
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Example 3 - Final Moment Diagrams
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.. From Level 10 Downwardl 50mB Section is
Used for All -.3 eirdt'rs on Any Level.
4. Summary of GIrders Chosen
Considering P6 errect for Maximum Sway or0020 h
Level Girder pirder Girder
AB I3C CD
I /6 tAr"..36 IZO'6-5 18~55
2 II 11 II
3 /I II II
4 /I /I II
.5 II /6 B-3! II
6 /6Vtr40 IGI/'F40 1/
7 II II 1/
8 IS 'lF50 18VF50 II
9 /I II 11
10 ZJ~55 2JVF55 ZIW55
II . II II 11
12- 2/YF62
**
~
/3 . 11
/4 ZI'ffG8
15 11
/6 24 WG8
/7 1/ .
/8 24 'IF76
/9 II
20 1 II
21 24WM
22 II
Z3 1/
24 27VF84
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5 . PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF COLUMNS
To design the columns in an unbraced multi-story frame, it is
necessary to. know all of the possible forces and moments applied.
Based on these forces and moments, column sections are selected
taking into account the reduced moment capacity of the sections
due to the applied axial load. Strong and weak axis buckling are
checked and the reduction of moment capacity due to inplane bending
is considered.
5.1 Forces on the Columns
In the preparation of the design data, the axial loads for the
gravity load case and the gravity component of the combined loading
case were tabulated. The column end moments were found in the
moment balance after the design of the girders. Additional thrust
on each column is caused by the overturning effect of the wind and
of the axial load acting through'the relative story drift. This
additional thrust can be calculated by:
( 5)
where VA = additional column thrust due to wind and the
P-~ effect
MR = girder moment at right end (clockwise positive)
ML = girder moment at left end (clockwise positive)
The end shear from each girder exerts compression in the lee column
and tension on the windward column. Tabulation of the additional
thrusts is illustrated in Example 4 at the end of this chapter.
345.2
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Three cases of column thrusts and moment for each column
segment can be tabulated. Moment diagrams for columns under
gravity loading and under combined loading with winj from the
right or from the left can be drawn. Column segments can be
designed for the most critical,case. The tabulation of column
forces and moments and plots of the column moment diagrams are
shown in Example 4 at the end of this chapter.
-42
By taking the girder end moments found in Example 3 and using
Eq. 5, the column thrust increments for each bay and level can be
found. The incremental load on each exterior column can be taken
as the incremental load in the exterior b~y. For the interior
columns, the difference between the incremental loads of the
adjoining bays can be taken as the incremental column load since
the~ vertical shears "act in opposition to each other. The axial
loads, the incremental axial loads, and the resultant axial loads
are tabulated for two levels of the example frame. Also presented
are moment diagrams for each column between level 20 and level 21.
Three cases given .are for the frame under gravity loading, under
combined loading with wind from the right, and with wind from the
left.
5.2 Columns Under Axial Load Only
The design of axially loaded columns can be based on the column
buckling formula given in the Column Research Council Guide. 8 In
terms of critical stress, the column buckling formula can be written
345.2
(5 )
in the following form:
(jcr
1 ~ [~]2-- =
cry 4n2E
where O'er = critical stress
rTy = yield stress
K = effective length factor
h = height of the column
r = radius of gyration
-43
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The buckling configuration of an -individual column in an unbraced
frame is similar to that of a'pinned-end column. This is because
the formation of plastic hinges at the ends of the beams where they
are connected to the columns tends to reduce the end restraint on
the ·column. Thus the effective length factor K can be taken equal
to one, the value for simply-supported columns.
Part I of the Design Aids gives values of the critical stress
computed from the column formula given above. For columns braced
about the weak axis between floors, the strong axis raidus of
gyration is used in computing the slenderness ratio. For columns
unbraced with respect to the weak axis between floors the weak axis
radius of gyration should be used. With the critical stress value
from the table for the Kh/r value as calculated, the critical axial
load P can be found by:
cr
Per = O'cr A ( 7)
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The trial column section must have a critical load equal to or
-44
greater than the computed axial force corre~ponding to the design
ultimate load.
Local buckling is an additional, problem which can be avoided
in axially loaded rolled wide~flange shapes if the b/t and d/w.
ratios do not exceed the following limits
36 ksi
50 ksi
bit
32
26
d/w
42
36
( 8)
All shapes listed in Part II of the Design Aids meet these
geometric restrictions for the designated steel.
5.3 Strength of Beam-Columns
A member loaded with both axial load and "bending moment is
called a beam-column. In multi-story frames most of the columns
are really beam-columns. The axial load comes from the columns
above the column in question, from the adjacent floor ,loads, and
from secondary effects,and the moment is transmitted from the
connecting girders. A special case arises in interior columns
with equal adjacent spans loaded equally on both sides under
gr~vity load conditions. In this case the bending moments from the
adjacent girders became equal and the columns are then 'loaded by
axial loads only. These columns can be designed as axially loaded
columns by the procedure described in Sect. 5.2.
345.2
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For the purpose of design, beam-columns can be classified
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into two main categories--braced and unbraced. This section will
describe the situation in which each category is fouhdand the
strength characteristics which maybe expected from each. Design
aids based on these strength characteristics will be described as
well.
Braced Beam-Columns
Increasing loads and/or moments will cause a braced column to
deflect in the plane of the frame .. At some point in the loading
process, excessive bending in the plane of the frame will cause
failure to occur. The deflected shapes and the strength of the
I
column are dependent on the type of loading and the position of the
column in the frame.
The type of deflection configuration a column will take is
consistent with the sign of the end moment ratio q. For this
report q will be defined as.M2/M1 where M1 is the larger (in
absolute value) of the two moments and where clockwise applied
moments are positive. q is positive when the column is bent'in
double curvature and negative when it is in single curvature. The
deflection configuration is of interest because columns behave
differently when they are bent in one configuration or the other.
The strength of a single curvature column drops quickly as the
rotation is increased and therefore the sing~e curvature condition
is a critical one for the design of beam-columns. Double curvature
columns, however, can maintain their strength ~fter the maximum
value of moment is reached. This configuration constitutes a more
345.2.
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favorable situation for the design of beam-columns.
Unbraced Beam-Columns
For columns .bent about the strong axis. but without bracing
-46
between floors in the weak direction, there is a tendency towards
lateral-torsional buck]~ing which may reduce the maximum moment
capacity of a column and may impair its rotation capacity (Fig. 9)~
Lateral-torsinnal buckling strength depends largely on the slender-
ness ratio, end moment ratio, and sectional properties For most
practical pro~lems the reduction in moment-carrying capacity has
30been found to be. small.
Design Aids
To aid in the design of beam-columns, moment-rotation curves
for various end moment and axial load-to-yield load ratios have
been developed based on the Column Deflection Curve concept by
using numerical integration. Part III of the Design Aids gives
moment-rotation curves for various PiP ratios and for end momenty -
ratios q of 0 and -1, and for columns with one end fixed. These
end moment ratios were selected because the curves represent
nearly correct results for most practical columns or else give
conservative answers. The curves are for columns braced between
flbors in the weak direction and can be used to check whether the
columns selected in the design have adequate capacity to resist
the applied momerlt. The" curves can also be used for unbraced
columns if the additional problems of weak axis buckling ~nd
lateral~torsionalbuckling are considered.
345.2
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In using the curves for double curvature columns, the maximum
moment ordinate (in terms of M/Mpc ' actual column moment to column
plastic moment ratio) 'is given in the curve labeled q = 0 which
has an h/r value equal to one-half the strong axis slenderness of
the actual column. This curve provides the correct answer because
a double curvature column (Fig. 10) behaves just like two shorter
columns, each with one end pinned and having the sum of their
lengths equal to the length of the double curvature column. For
columns in single curvature, the e~fective M/Mpc ratio is found
from the chart ~ith q = -1 and an-h/r ratio found by using the
total height of the column in question.
Charts for the design of the bottom story columns are chosen
on the basis of the individual end conditions of the columns, such
as pinned, fixed, etc.
5.4 Design of Beam-Columns
Braced Beam-Columns
By. using the maximum pair of moments and thrusts for the
gravity or the combined loading case, trial column segments may
be selected from reduced plastic moment tables (Part II - Design
Aids Book).2 Figure 11 shows an exerpt from the Design Aids and
a slide rule setup for selecting a beam-column to carry an axial
load of 2495 kips and a moment of 355 kip-ft. The value P of the
column load is divided by va1ues of P for different trial sectionsy
to obtain PiP ratios. The M values corresponding to PIP arey pc y
then selected from the design table. The process is halted when
345. 2
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an adequate combination of P and M is reached .. To use they pc
sliderule setup shown, the C scale index is placed opposite the
load P on the D scale. The hairline is moved to trial values of
-48
P on the CI scale in order to multiply P by the inverse of P .Y Y
PiP values are then read on the D scale opposite the hairline.y
The PiP. of 0.82 obtained for a 14WF246 column results in M ofy pc
361 kip-ft which is adeCltlate provided further secondary checks are
satisfied.
This design procedure is consistent with the current AISC
Specification. Recent research has extended the procedure to new
steels such as ASTM A441.
The acceptable maximum spacing of braces between floors to
qualify a column as a braced column is as follows:
Double Curvature
hi!'
Y
36 ksi 65 (9)
50 ksi 55
Single Curvature
h/ry
36 ksi 38 ( ~O)
50 ksi 28
The derivation of these values is given in Ref. 1. If th~ required
bracing spacing exceeds 'the height of the column, the column acts
as' a braced columJ.! although no bracing is required. These columns
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however should also be checked for weak axis buckling. If bracing
is found to be required, it can be proportioned according to
Eqs. 19 and 20 for the bracing of beams.
Local buckling must also be considered when designing beam-
columns. The limiting b/~ and d/w ratios for shapes to be used
as beam columns are as follows':
cry bit d/w
36 ksi 17 42 ( 11)
50 ksi 14 36
All shapes listed in Part II of the Design Aids meet these
geometric restrictions for the designated steel. The design of
braced columns is illustrated in Example'S at the end of this
chapter. Trial column sections are selected for the story from
-level 20 to level 21. Based on the axial load to axial yield load
ratio, the reduced moment capacity due to axial load is' found from
Part II of the Design Aids and compared to the applied moment.
The strong axis slenderness ratio is calculated and used to enter
Part III of the Design Aids and check the reduced moment capacity
due to curvature. The weak axis slenderness ratio is calculated.
Then using Part I of the Design Aids and Eq. 7, weak axis buckling
is checked~ It should be noted that the design of column A20-A21
in A44l steel is the 'same as was illustrated by Fig. 11 and
discussed in Art. 5.1.
345.2.
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Design of Columns Unbraced Betwee-n Floors'
-50
The design procedure for unbraced columns is the same as that
for braced columns except for the problem of lateral-torsional
buckling which limits the maximum moment that can be applied to the
colqrnn. The maximum moment which a column can support for a given
axial load can be found from:
where
P CmM l
-p + p = 1.0
o M (1 - -)
o P
e
P = the applied axial load
P = critical axial load which·can be supported by
o
the column in the absence of moment (computed
( 12)
about the weak axis when the column is unbraced
between floors)
M = lateral buckling moment in the absence of axial
o
force (can be estimated from Fig. 12)
P = elastic buckling load in the plane of bending
e
= 1T2EI/L2
If the applied moment is larger than the moment capacity of
the column section, a new section must be tried. The design of a
column unbraced between floors is shown in Example 6 at the end of
this chapter. Using Eq. 12, the maximum moment which can be applied
345.2
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to a column if it is unbraced out-af-plane between floors is
calculated. If the applied moment is greater than the allowable
maximum moment capacity, the column size must be increased.
5.5 Special Case at Corner Joint
A special problem often arises at the corner joints between
g~rders and columns at the roof level. Here the moment require-
ment based on a symmetrical beam mechanism (Fig. 4) in the girder
might be somewhat greater than the moment capacity of a column
which is suitable for all other probable loads. In this area the
required revised girder moment is based on the mechanism shown in
Fig. 13 and is given by:
WCL-dc)2C2L+dc)
Mp = 8C3L-d
c
)
kM (L-d )P c
(3L-d )
c
( 13)
where kMp = column plastic moment (determined for the
corresponding value of P/Py )
d = depth of columnc
L = centerline span length
w = factored load
A new girder section is then chosen using the new M value as foundp
above.
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I Example 4
Ca/culate the Thrust Due to Wind on fh~ Columns of
5forles /9 ~20 and 20 - 2/ or Frome
Leve:/ LMg of6irder.s Cumulafive Sun?oTZ~ ColumnThrosf Incremenfs
AS 13C CD AS Be CD Al3 Be CD
kip-FJ kip-FI klp-Ff kip-Ff kip-ft kip-ft kips kips kips
I +/7 +4 +25 '1~ /7 +4 -1-25 t. O~d5 :t 0.33 1. Q89
2 ~5 /6 98 82 zo 1/8 :t 4./ + 1.67 :!:. 4.21
3 /34 32 /92
4 222 48 3/13
5 /57 266 2.6/
6 339 399 265
7 402 46/ .328
d 5/1 59j 279
5) 575 G58 542
10 653 7/3 398
II 7/7 776 462·
/2 776 8'l4 545
/5 839 888 609
/4 585 924 7/4
/5 948 987 777
/6 /007 1040 857
/7 1071 1104 92/
/8 11/6 1/66 1006
/9 1180 IZ.30 /070 II~tO/4 1211Z~ 9,462. t. 580:7 1: 1,010.8 t 337.9
20 /2.44 /294 1/:34 ~/~858 /3,423 10,596 tt 642,9 t/~118.6 l' 378,3
2/ /2.85 1840 /2.39
22' /3/7 1372 /27/
2" /847 1307- /80/
24 I~ /52/ /4/13
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0umrnary of Column Thrusts and MornfJnfs for'
Sfori~5 /9-20 and 20-2/
Frame A c D Leve;,!
Gravity P 2299 28/0 2829 28/5 19~20
2422 2433 2980 2966 20 .. 21
Wind P
Increment P
Wind L--P
Wind R--P
Wind P
Increment
WlndL-- P
WindR--P
/758 /766 2/63 2.15.3 /9 ..20
t: 581 .t 430 .t 673 t.3~
I 1.77 /886 28.56 24'9/
23.39 2/96 1490 /8/5
/852 1860 2278 2268 20..21
± 643 :1: 476 t 79/ 1. 3713
1209 1.884 ~069 2646
2495 2336 /487 1l!J~O
/80 21
180 20
o
/80
(L.f: =/.7)
1.39
c
GO
B
'0
t;()
60 /39
0) Gravify Load Alone
303
287 ~n (;S2 3S4 21
b) 6ravify Loae! Plus Wind From Lef! (L.F: == 1.3)
~ w$ ~ ~
101
(01
A
to/
/01
!J55 G-'G zs. 21
682
c) Gravity Load Pll.l~Wind Fr:orn, Right (L.F:= /.~)
MomenT Oiagrarn!:J for Columns of 5tory '20 - e/
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!Example 5~
Select Columns tor story 20-21 or Frame Assuming
PI:::,. ETTecf W/lh Maximum ~ == 0.020 h.
Col. No. P M h Trial 'Py FYR.; Mpo OkorNGColumn (PortH
kips kip-ff ff - kIps - kip-rf -
A.36st88/
A20-A2/ 2495 3tJ5 /2 /4'AF2d7 8037 0.82 37/ Ok
/320-132/ 2.3.36 639 /2- /4tAF8/4 3..323 0.70 678 Ok
C20-C2/ '~O69 608 /2 14V\JC398 42/1 0.7-3 82/ 01<
D20-02/ 2646 ~60 /2 14v-F3/4 3323 0.80 460 Ok
1/ 2966 180 /2 /4 W::.314- 3323 089 257 Ok
A44/SteeJ
AZO-AZI 2495 355 _/2 /41AF246 30.38 0.82 36/ Ok
820-82/ 2~36 6.39 /2- /4W287 ~544 0.66 79d Ok
C20-GZI 8069 608' /2 /4/IF.342 42'25 0.73 794 Ok
020-02/ 2646 360 /2 /4'IF264. 8260 O.d/ 4/4 Ok
II 2.966 180 /2 14W=264 3260 0.9/ /99 5ayOk
Col. No, Tria/Col
'X ry "k %. RedMomenl Weok.Axis OkorW6x y capacity OLJck./ing(PortIa) (Part IJ
(h/'XJ (h/ryJ
A.36stefll
Ala-A21 14HFZ87 6.81 4./7 2/.2 34.5 0,98 Mpc 0.98 Py Ok.
B20~B21 14v.F3/4 6.90 4.20 20.9 .34.3 1.00 Mpc 0.98 FY Ok
C20-C2/ 14W:~98 7,/7 4.3/ 2QI .33.4 O.99Mpc O.98~ Ok
D20-02/' /4'iF.3/4 6.90 4.'20 20.9 34.3 O.97~ O,98pY Ok.
1/ II II 1/ II JI 0.95 pc 0.98;; Ok
A 441SfeeJ
A'ZO-AZI 14'iFZM f,.68 4./Z. 21.6 35.0 O.97Mpc 0,95 FY M)( ~50StJ
820-821 /4VFZ87 6.fJl 4./7 'ZJ.2 .34.5 O.99Mpc 0,95'11 Ok
C20-C21 14W=342 6.99 4.24 2Q6 34.0 O.98Mpc 0.95' Ok
020-02/ /4W:Z64 6.74 4./4 21.4 34,13 O.97Mpc O.95~ 01<
II
"
II II II II O.94Mpc 0.95 y 01<
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I Example 6]
Assuming no oUT-or-plane brac\ng
between floors) check co'umn 020--D2\
tor laTera \ - Tors'\o nat bucKl\ng.
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p = 1t~E2.I - (3.14-)2(29)000)(4399.4)
e L - (/44)2
- bO,700 kip
A (()cr\y
h _ \44 = 34 . G8
ry 4~2
(92.3)(34.~7) -= 3GOOKip
cC04c;~O~C:>\.\\ = O.043~
p - 2 b4~ - 0 827Po - 3200.04 - ·
em == O.G -0.4 q. ~ 0.4 q:::= 0
Cm~-- 0.6
M o / M pc == LO ~or h/ry = 34.88 -trom rlg. \ \
M o = (\.OX \635) == \835 k\p-~i
O 827 + o.~ M - l 0
· ( 1835 )(O.g5G:,4) \ - ·
M, = 50(;.02 kip-fi
M, > 3 Co 0 .0 k \ P - ft
:. 'Co\umn sect\ol1 OK
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6. SECONDARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In -the plastic design of -multi-story frames, there are certain
secondary design consider~tions which should be met to ensure that
the members can reach their full plastic strength and that the
frame.behaves as assumed. For full member strength~ local and
lateral buckling must be prevented from occuring prematurely and
shear should be within' certain acceptable limits. For the assumed
rigid frame behavior, the join-ts should be designed to resist both
moment and shear. These secondary design considerations are
discussed in the following sections.
are based on recent research. General equations for these ratios
member is reached and adequate additional hinge rotation has
(14)70
60
d/w
17
14
. bit
50
36
For members to perform satisfactorily in plastically designed
maximums when chec~ing local buckling tendancies in rolled wide-
multi-story frames, they must- meet certain geometric requirements.
buckling does not occur before the plastic moment capacity of the
flange beams.
For beams the bit and d/w ratios must be 6ontrolled so that local
are given in Ref. 1. The 1963 Specification does not permit the
occurred. It is recommended that the following ratios be used as
The values given for steel with a yield point strength of 50 ksi
6.1 Local Buckling
345.2
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application of plastic design to such steels so application must
be limited to structures where a building code approval has been
obtained.
6.2 Lateral Bracing
To prevent out-af-plane deformation of plastically designed
girders, lateral bracing must be provided at and in the vicinity
of plastic hinges, The bracing permits the plastic moment to be
maintained until straining has progressed to strain hardening and
failure takes place by local buckling. Floor joists which frame
into the beam to be braced can serve as bracing. The joists must
provide axial strength and stiffness to resist the main member's
tendency toward lateral deflection, The bracing members must also
and experimental studies has been shown to be:
tendency of the main member to twist. Lateral bracing should be
possess bending stiffness about their own major axis to resist the
L as found by analytical
cr
Uniform Moment (y ~ 0.7)
placed at each plastic hinge location and at distances L to
cr
either side of each hinge (Fig. 14).
where y = ratio of end moments on the braced segments
(smaller end moment in braced span divided
by the larger end moment)
K = 0.54 if adjacent span is elastic
K = 0.80 if adjacent span is yielded (y > 0.88)
L
cr
=
nry
L O. 56EK 1€::./1 +
Y Est
(15)
345. 2.
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The critical length might be considered as the height of an
imaginary column comprising the compression half of the beam.
This column must reach the yield stress and permit additional
straining to nearly 0.8 of the strain-hardening strain. The
critical length also sepends somewhat on the restraining charac-
teristics of the adjacent span of the member, which provides better
restraint if it is largely elastic.
To formulate a practical d~sign recommendation, an effective
length factor k = O~54 is assumed and Eq. 15 is evaluated for
different yie~d stresses as:
Lcr
36 ksi 38 r y ( 16)
50 ksi 28 r y
Moment Gradient (-1.0 < Y < 0.7)
This situation is more favorable than the uniformly distri-
buted moment case because beams under moment gradient·yield in a
( 17)
O.7nI'y
limited regio11 (yielding does not spread substantially) and thus:
they tend to buckle locally before they buckle laterally.+". Based on
-+. '1'. .~..!t.; _... -
the idea that local buckling will occur first, theory and experJ..-. ~
- '.1.-
ments have shown that the plastic hinge angle which can '-b'e' deliverea '
. 10 14
would exceed the usual requlrements. '
expressed in terms of the radius of gyration for various steels as:
For practical use, the c~itical bracing spacing necessary to
maintain the plastic moment until local-buckling occurs can be
345.2
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36 ksi
50 ksi
L
cr
65 r y
55 r y
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The values of L given for the two types of moment distribution
cr
and steel are not in agreement with Part II of the AISC Specifi-
cation. Recent research has shown that the values given provide
adequate lateral bracing while using material more economically.
Bracing should also meet the following dimensional require-
ments:
1. Axial strength and stiffness to provide a tensile
force to resist the lateral deflection tendency of
the main member.
Lb
->L -
a
O.19L
a
b ( 19)
2. Flexural stiffness to resist the bending of the
bracing member by the twisting of the main member.
Lb b 2t
d ~ 3€ Adb Y
(20)
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where A,b,t,d, = dimensions df member to be braced
= length of bracing member
= bracing area required to resist=
= depth of bracing member
O.22b2t
LL+LR
axi~l force caused by the main
member trying to deflect sideways
= distance (left or right) from bracing member
= larger value of LR and LL
The bracing should be connected to the compression flange.
In addition a vertical stiffener is needed. If the bracing can not
be framed into the compression flange, then this flange should be
held in place by braces, such as a pair of diagonal braces (Fig. 15).
When bracing is possible on only one side of a girder it is sti~l
necessary to provide late~al bracing equiv~lent to bracing on two
sides of the girder. 'This can be done by doubling the 'area ,and the
moment of inertia of the bracing members. When the compression
flange is completely embedded into a concrete slab, the member can
be assumed to be fully restrained against lateral buckling. How-
ever even in this' case the local buckling requirements should be
met and vertical stiffeners' should be provided at hinge locations.
'Light sheeting or grating, intermittenly tacked to the top flange
of the beam would in general not meet the flexural stiffness
requirements and should thus not be counted on to provide adequate
bracing. Bracing in the elastic portion of the beams can be spaced
according to Part I of~the AISC Specification. The design of
lateral bracing is illustrated in Example 7'at the end of this
345.2 -61
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chapter. In this example a fixed-end beam from a multi-story frame
is designed in A36 steel to 'support a uniformly distributed load.
Based on the evaluated results presented for Eqs. 15 and. 17 in Eqs.
16 and 18, the required maximum spacing of the lateral bracing is
found. Minimum sizes of intersecting floor members which serve as
bracing are determined by using Eqs. 19 and 20.
6.3 Shear
The influence of shear should also be considered. One limit
usually proposed for the maximum attainable shear is that at which
the whole web is fully yielded in shear.
can then be approximated by
The maximum shear, V ,
m
or for practical use
36 ksi
50 ksi
19.5 wd
27 wd
(21)
No design adjustments are necessary if the applied shear force· is
less than the maximum attainable shear. If it is larger, e'ither
a deeper section or a section with a thicker web should be chosen.
The web may also be stiffened by a doubler plate.
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6.4 Design of Connections
The principal re4uirements for conne~tions are: sufficient
strength, adequate rotation capacity, over-all stiffness' for main-
taining the location of all structural units relative to each
other, and economy of fabrication. The principles of design of
welded rigid connections for plastically designed structures were
well-established with the introduction of plastic design of single
t f 1,5,6,18,19,20,21 R 1 · 1 f d 1S ory rames. e atlve y ew new eve opments
have been introduced in the intervening years. Therefore, work on
connections for multi~story frams has consisted of simply identi-
fying the applicable solutions from previous work and making an
organized presentation of the necessary facts. The design
equations and diagrams for various types of welded connections
common to mUlti-story frames are shown in Table A. Sample design
calculations are shown in Example 8. Using the equations given in
Table A, three types of welded connections are 'designed. Part Ca)
is the design of a straight corner connection at the roof level-.
Part (b) is the design of an exterior beam-to-column connection
and Part (c) is the design of an interior beam-to-column connection.
While all recommendations for the design of ·welded connections
are expected to pe,amply conservative, current research may lead to
further information on connections with coriditions peCUliar to
multi-story franles such as very high column loads.
345. 2
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The use of bolts for all connections in a plastically
designed multi-story frame is presently limited because of
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inadequate knowledge on the behavior of some of the connections.
Information on the design of some types of moment resisting
joints and splices is available in Refs. 1,_ 22,- 23,) 24 and 25.
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IExa.mple 71 ·
A f',xed - end beam 0"' 30'- ON length is to
support Q uni,o,mIy d istri bwt-ed working loa.d
of 2 k·,p· per ft. The d\sTance bet-ween
adjacent bea.ms is lO'-O". Design the beam;
for A.3G s-teel. DeTerrn·,ne The locat-lon and
The s",ze o'f the floor jo\sts .or f\\ler beam5
which serve QS bra.c\ng members, us",nq A.3b
steel_ The 'oad ~actor to be used ·,s L.F=1.70 ..
~1111111111111~lllllllllllllt
2., .
M p req.uired =t(wJ- )
w = U, 7~ 2:) =3.4 kip per ft. ., L =30 ft.
M p = I~ (3,4 )( 30)2 = \9\ Kip-t't. = 2 'G 90 kip-ln.
Req.u\'fed PlasTic Modu'us
Zr= ~~ - Zl~O = <D3.7in 3
Try)roV'F3ro. Z:-:=G3.91n 3
~ =t5£~9 =53.0 <. 70 ,',O,K.
~ = ~li8 =1(0.3 <-17 :'·O.K.
/.
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Ma:ximum Shear: VZL -~ (3.4~30)= 51.0 k. ,·.Shear
)9.5wd= 19.5<O.299X)5.85)=92.5::-51.0k. O.K.
,', Use lbW3b Beam
Spa.C·lng 01 lateral bra.c\ng:
In region o-f near uniform moment (at cenTer):
LeI = 38ry := 38(\.45) =55 in
\n regfon of momenT grad·lent (Qt" ends):
Let = ~5 Iy = ~5(L45) = ~4 in.
Arrangement
BrQcing
'Ill(
I I
05\n.
O. \8<'OM p
o.849Mp
M p
Decaign of B~aclng
l b = \0 = 120 \n
d =- 3 EyLbAd
b 'b2t
Ey = 29~coOO =0.00124
d b = (3)(O.OPd~~)fk~~~()~%.~~~?·85) = 3.~ In.
Try 6BI2 BrQc·,ng Members
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A _O,22b 2 t
br- LL+LR
= CO, 2 2~~~9~t(O.428) = 0.04(0 \n2 <- 3. 53\n.2
.~~ = (O.I(t~~~~~1~2? == \04:> l~g == 2,4
,', Use ' ~ B \2 Blaeing Members
.. (minimum requirement)
, ',.
·345.2
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IExample B I
'A. De.co·'gn o~ Q ~olnel ~ .\.c-oYtnpC"..-i'lon
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;/ 14 B2G
~/8 d=13.89in. Mp=\)9,7k\p-1'i
)2 w= 40-
d = \ \ ,94 in. M p = I72 ,8 k \P- -tt
Req,Ulled Web Th\ckness For- Shear
_Mp _ fSC\72.B)()2) _ '
W - CJy dbd c -. (3(Q,)()3.89'l\ 1.~4) - O.~Olln,
Wfurn , = 0.294 in. ,O.G:,O \ in,
,', DIQgonaJ Sti11ene r Required
1 [M p WdC ]
A s =cos 8 (Jyd b - f3
_ I [C172.8)()2) _ (0.294)(\\.94\1
- O.~52 (3G,XI3.89) R J
== O.d52 (-4. )4~ - 2.024 ') == 3.25 jn~
,', Use 2*in. X ~ ·In. Plates Each S\de
To MC1.tch F\a.nge Width O-t' 14B 20
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\c;W45
d = I~.\ 2\n. M p=2,4G, kip""""·rt = M 3
B. Des\gn An Exterior Bea.m- to- Column
Comection
~= :J
// .
~/~r~~~-~--- t:=====================..
\4\fF78
d =14~O~·,n.
Ast= "bf -Wcl"tb+5kc ) .
= 3.9~3 -0.42 B( 7. \'GG» =0.9) 3\n.~
b - B 5 -\- - b - 3. 5 - 0 A_ \ •t-· 'min·-8.5 - 8.5 - .~ In.
.. U5e . I~ in, x 3-t in. Sti't,eners
A st = 3.0b\n.2 >O.913',n.a
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. Check Tens\on O·,stortion
t c ~ 0.4 JA.bCf '= 0.4 J3.9t03 =O.S',n.
t-cr- =' 0.428 in. -<0.8\n,
Turn.
·'·5ti'f'fener Required
Use Sa-me' S,ze Used' For Compres'O\on
Req.u\red Web Thickness r=-or Shea,
, _ f3M s _ J3(c4G,)(\2)
Wreq. - (Jy dbdc - (3C"o'lICo.18)(14.0~)
=. O. Co 8 7\n.
WflJrn ,= O.428'HI. -<. O.~87\n.
,', D\agona.\ S-;-i ~\e.ner R,eq.uired
A - 1 [(e4~)(}8) 0428('4.0G,)]
5 - O,.~57 (3(QX lCo. \8) - J-3
= 2.453 '\n~
U 7 ~ 3 f •se \~ In. x 2. In.
Side 0-'1 Web
C, De.sign An Interior Bea.m~to-Column
Connection
---------1 ===_--~--------
IG, \.f\F40
d= \G,.O'ln. M p =818. \
\8 \fF55
d=)8.\2.in. M p ::=334.B
---== 1==========
)2W40
d= It. 94 ·'fl.
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Thickness to Pre\Jent Web Crippling
W = Ab 1'
t b + 5k c
W - (7.00)(0,503) 0440 0 k40"L- 0,50 3 + 5 (\, 5) =. "'n. -< · 'J \ n.
W -. (71532'XO.~30) -0 584' 0 540·R- O.~30+5().5) - ~" \n. >-. \n.
,', sti rfeners Req.u\red
~--------'=.~------------------1
. A,st=A b -9 - WC (tb +5kc l
= 4.7)\15 - O.540( B. )3) =0.355 \n.e
,". Uese 5-ri If, e.ners +,n, x. Ii-in, On·
Ea.cn Side
Check Tencz;,on Distortion
t e ~ O,4)Abf
tel = 0.4 "'3.58' == O. 750"m. -<0.8 73 in.
t cg =O.4 /4.745 == O.871\n,-<O.873'\n.
.". 5ti\"eners Not Req.u·\re.d
Check Web Thickness For Buck\m,q
W ~.;cr = \"1.J7:::: 0.479in. -<-0.S40 \n.
,'. No Sti"e.ne,s Req.uired
Ch"eck Web Th\ckne95 For Shea.r
\N =J3AM = J3( \ IG:>.7X\2)
. CJy dbdc (3~X \Co.OO)( \'Z\.37)
= O. 2g3\n. -<0.54'0 in.
.'. No Sti'\feners Req.ui\e.d
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7. DESIGN CHECKS
7.1 Frame Buckling Under Gravity Load
When a symmetrical unbraced frame is subjected to symmet-
rically applied loads, its deflection configuration will also be
symmetrical. However, as the applied load reaches a critical
value, the structure may buckle suddenly into an asymmetrical
(or sway) configuration and large lateral displacements may develop
at the top of ~he columns. At this instant the frame has completely
lost its resistance to any imposed lateral force, and failure by
buckling has thus terminated the load-carrying capacity.
If the girders in a frame are proportioned for their beam
mechanism strength, and the columns are designed to support the
axial forces and the moments transmitted from the girders, overall
frame buckling may occur at a load less than the ultimate load.
Buckling is not likely in the elastic range but is possible in
symmetrical unbraced frames in the inelastic range.
In practical design calculations, it is usually not necessary
to check the frame buckling strength. Recent studies have shown
that unless a frame has perfectly pinned end- conditions, frame
34buckling will not be a·problem. In a practical frame, cladding
will compensate for any small tendencies the frame has toward
345.2. -72
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7.2 Beam Deflections
If beam deflections under working loads are excessive, they
lead to cracking of plaster or to an objectionable appearance.
For these reasons, beam defl~ctions are often checked. It has
been found that when the deflection due to live load is approxi-
mately less than 1/360 of the span, it leads to no undesirable
effects except for possible vibrations. 3 Thfu limitation is,
however, a matter of judgement, and the -final decision depends on
the engineer or the architect. Assuming that the moments at the
ends of the beams are equal to the moment at mid-span for a
uniformly distributed load, the deflection at working load can be
found by:
w L 4
8 =
w g (22)192 EI
where 0 = deflection of the beam at mid-span in inches
w = working live load in kip/ftw
In many cases it is sufficient to check the depth-to-/spa!l
ratio of a girder instead of calculating an approximate deflection.
For a given uniformly distributed live load wL' the deflection of
a beam is
8 = (23)
where k1 is a constant incorporating the end restraint. The total
load, including the effect of live load, creates a bendirg stress
in doubly symmetri~al beams of
(24)
assuming kl and k2 . A reasonable value for floor beams in
unbraced multi-story frames is the rounded off d/L ratio for
Combining Eqs. 23 and 24 to eliminate I and assuming convervative
values 7 kl , k2 , wL/wT, E, f, and 8 = L/360 gives several
solutions for d/L depending on the end conditions used in
345.2
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where k2 = a constant incorporating the end restraint
wT = factored total load
f = shape factor
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continuous beams.
d _ cry
L - 1,000,000 (25)
The AISC Specification should be followed for beams subject to
shock or vibration. For flat roofs there is not yet a completely
satisfactory d/L ratio.
7.3 Frame Strength and Drift
After member sizes have been selected the actual strength and
,
drift of the frame should be calculated. Th~ is to ensure that the
strength is sufficient to carry the desired load and that the frame
drift under this load is not excessive (will not exceed any
. 15 16
recommended worklng load value such as ~/h ~ 0.002 ' ). The
calculation of actual frame drift also shows whether the initial
assmmption for frame drift in the preliminary design was reasonable.
The method recommended in this report for checking frame strength
and frame drift is the sway-suba5semblage method based on
restrained column theory.
345.2
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Frame~ Subdivision-·
In the preliminary design, it was found that the columns in the
middle and lower stories of a frame are likely to be bent in double
curvature. This fact was used in the preliminary design when it
was assumed that an inflection point formed at. the mid-height of
the columns. Using this same assumption, a particular level can
be separated from a frame at the inflection points of the columns
above and below the level for the purpose of analyzing for strength
and drift. Separation of a level of a frame is shown in Fig. 16.
Also shown are the various forces acting on the level. The hori-
zontal shear load is assumed to be evenly distributed to all the
columns above and below the level. A simplification of the
separated level- is obtained by replacing the upper column segments
by the loads and moments these segments impose on the level
(Fig. 17).-
The level in question can be further subdivided into two types
of subassemblages consisting of a lower column section and one or
two adjoining beams (Fig. 18). The subassemglages ean be classified
as interior and exterior subassemblages. In each of these type~ of
subassemblages, the girders are considered as the restraining
members which help tl1e column resist the effects of the applied
forces. Two phases of subassemblage behavior are of importance in
determining subassemblage strength and drift. The first phase is
the behavior of the girders as their end moments increase and their
stiffnesses change during the process of forming girder mechanisms.
The second phase is the behavior of the columns as a consequence of
the changes in restraint supplied by the girders.
345.2
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Behavior of Beams
Girder behavior can be generalized in three stages. The first
stage is the initial state of the strucbure before lateral load is
applied. At this stage the end moments and the end stiffnesses of
the girders are usually in the elastic range. In the second stage,
changes in end moments and stiffnesses of the girders occur as
lateral load is increased and mechanisms form in the girders. In
the third stage, all controlling plastic hinges have formed in the
girders attached to the given column. A constant restraing moment
will be available to resist drift of the column. The subassemblage
would be in a state of uncontrolled plastic flow unless some other
subassemblage in the story has not formed a mechanism.
In the initial stage of girder behavior, an approximation Jof
the moment diagrams of the girders can be found by using the fixed
end moments or the moments at the end of one cycle of an elastic
moment distribution. The limiting moments reached when all plastic
hinges have formed can be found by using the moment diagram
solutions given in Appendix 1.
If an· ideal elastic-plastic stress-strain curve is assumed,
the slope-deflection equation can be applied to the subassemblage.
Based on this equation the resisting moment of each girder in the
subassemblage can be found by:
k EI 8
L (26) •
345.2
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where. M = restraining moment at a certain end
r
8 = rotation of the beam at the same end
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k = girder stiffness factor at the same end
The initial girder stiffness factor assumed in this report is 6.0
for all girders. More exact procedures exist for finding the
girder stiffness factor but their application is involved and the
final answers are not markedly affected by an initial value of k
different than 6.0. 33
After the formation of a plastic hinge in a girder, the
girder stiffness is reduced and the restraining moment of that
girder is revised depending on the position of the plastic hinge
(Fig. 19). The revised restraining coefficients corresponding to
the reduced restraining stiffness can be determined from the order
of formation of plastic hinges as follows:
345.2
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Behavior of Restrained Col~ns
A restrained column is one whose j-oint rotation' is restrained
by the stiffness of adjoining members. A restrained column
permitted to sway is one in which lateral displacement of the top
of the column relative to its bottom is permitted. A typical
restrained column is shown in Fig. 20. The restraining effects of
the aqjoining girders are represented by a coil spring and the
ability to displace laterally is shown by a roller support at the
upper end of the column. The forces acting on tee restrained
column are shown in Fig. 21. From statics, the moment at the upper
end of the column can ,be found to be:
where
M=-·[Q~+P~]
M = column end moment
Q = horizontal shear force on the column
h = height of the column
P = axial load. on the column
~ = lateral displacement of the column top
relative to the bottom
(27)
Equilibrium of moments at the joint requires that
2 M + M = 0 (28)
r
where M is the restraining moment. For small angles of rotation,r .
9, y, and ~/h in Fig. 21 are all related by the compatibility
condition
/1 - 8h - - y ( 29)
345.2
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where 8 defines the column top (or joint) rotation and y the column
chord rotation.
The sign convention used in establishing these equations is
as follows:
1. External moments acting at a joint are positive when
clockwise.
2. Internal moments acting at a joint are positive when
counter-clockwise~
3. Moments and rotations at the ends of members are
positive when clockwise, and
4. Horizontal shear on a column is positive if it causes
a clockwise moment about the opposite joint.
Based on Eqs. 27, 28, and 29, design charts can be plotted to.
give the non-dimensional load-deflection curve Qh/2M vs. ~/h forpc
the restrained column, with values of rotational restraint from
zero to infinity. Figure 22 shows a sample design chart. The
curves sloping upward to the right are the restrained column curves.
If a plastic hinge forms at the top of the restrained column, the
curve will follow the second order rigid-plastic mechanism curve
shown sloping downward to the right in the design charts (Fig. 22).
For actual desigrl, load-deflection charts. are given in Refs, 2 -and
31.
3.45.2
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Analysis of a. Subassemblage
The analysis of an actual subassemblage starts with an
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estimation of the initial joint rotation. This is necessary since
most multi-story frames have unequal bays and or unequal gravity
loads which cause unequal girder end moments and thus joint
rotations. As lateral load is applied and increased, plastic
hinges form and the restraining effects of the girders adjoining·
a joint are reduced. At the formation of a mechanism or at the
formation of a plastic hi11g·e at the top of the column, uncontrolled
plastic flow occurs if all the other subassemblages in the level
have also reached their ultimate loads. Based on the analysis of
each subassemblage, a load-deflection curve can be drawn using
des'ign charts based on restrained column theory. The strength and
drift of the level can be found from the load-deflection curve
obtained by adding the individual subassemblage curves for the
level in question. ,The analysis of Level 20 of the example frame
is shown in Example 9.
Calculations for one interior subassemblage in Example 9 are
presented in a tabular form which identifies the functions and
operations in sequence. The final four columns of the table are
used for recording the values of f.Ul1ctions at the left end and the
right end of the left and right girder of the subassemblage
respectively. Where a function is applicable to a whole girder,
the result occupies the width of two tabular columns. Where a
function is applicable to the column or to a whole subassemblage,
the result occupies the width of four tabular columns.
345.2
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The first five steps of the calculation (plus Step 11) consist
of recording the member properties of the column and girders.
Steps 6 through 10 prov:;Lde the limiting values of the moments
which could occur at each end of the girders at formation of
mechanisms corresponding to m-oment diagrams similar to Fig. Ai and
A4. The limiting values are found by using the curves of Appendix I.
Step 12 gives the results of a one- or two~cycle moment distri-
bution of the fixed and moments due to floor load. These moments
are used in Steps 13 and 14 to give a value for the initial restrain-
ing moment at zero sway. Steps 15 through 17 provide calculations
for determining the total restraining function which the girders
provide for the column.
The change in the restraining moment at a certain end of a
girder in terms of 8 at that same end can be found by using Eq. 26
(Step 16). The change in moment at the same point required for
the formation of a plastic hinge can be found by substracting the
initial girder moments from the limiting girder end moments (Step 8).
The change in 8 for the possible formation of a plastic hinge at
each end of the girder or girders in the subassemblage is then found
by dividing e times the plastic hinge mo~ent by the change in the
restraining moment (in terms of 8) (Step 19). The location of the
smallest change of 8 indicates which plastic hinge will form next
(Step 20).
345.2
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Using the smallest 8 the change in girder end moments is
found as is the change of the column re'straining moment (Step 21).
The total resisting moment is then the sum of the initial restrain-
ing moment and the chaflge in restraining moment (Step 23). The
restraining effect of the girder containing the plastic hinge is
then reduced (Step 24) according to the rules listed above, and
the same procedure is followed until a mechanism is formed
(Steps 25-41).
To aid in plotting, the restraining moment values are non-
dimensionalized by dividing them by the column plastic moment M. lpc
The column plastic moment can be found in Part II of the Design
'Aids booklet corresponding to t~e given structural shape and the
axial load-to-axial yield load ratio (pip ) of the column iny
question. Load-deflection curves can then be drawn for the sub-
assemblage using the restraining moments and the rotation values
from the analysis and the charts in Part VI of the Design Aids or
in Ref. 31~
The ini'tial point of the subassemb1ag.e curve is the inter-cept
on the Q axis of the second-order elastic-plastic mechanism curve
corresponding to the initial restraining moment divided by the
T
column plastic moment (M 1M ); given by the value in Step 14.ro pc,
The first section of the curve is then drawn through this initial
point parallel to the restrained column curve corresponding to the
first column restraint function (Step 17). This line is extended
until it intercepts the second-order elastic-plastic mechanism curve
corresponding to the restraining moment at the formation of the
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first plastic hinge (M'l/M ) given by the value in Step 23. Ther pc
remainder of the subassemblage load-deflection curve is drawn
following the same procedure as above until the formation of a
mechanism or a column plastic hinge. When either of these occur
the curve is drawn downward to the right parallel to the second-
order elastic-plastic curves.
This process must be completed for all subassemblages in the
story. This will result in a number of dimensionless plots of
Qh/2M versus 6/h. To obtain a dimensional plot, ordinates ofpc
each plot must be multiplied by 2M /h for the particUlar column,pc
giving ordinates Q. Then the Q values for all columns at a given
value of ~/h may be summed to give values of horizontal force for
the whole story to be plotted against sway 6/h.
To reduce the amount of work involved in this method, it is
recommended that on the first round of checks the restrained
column theory be applied to every fourth level. These checks
might dictate a revision of member sizes--the amount of revision
being indicated by the check. A second round of checks should then
be made on every fourth level but arranged so that the checks are
between the levels of the initial round of checks. If column
segments were selected with a minimum length equal to two times the
story height, the above procedure means that every column section
has been checked at least once for strength and drift. This method
is limited to the levels controlled by combined loading, but this
gives sufficient information on how the frame does drift. The
345.2
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floors controlled by gravity loading do not have to be checked for
frame drift--they have sufficient resistant capacity.
In using the subassemblage method it should be remembered that
it was assumed that the stories were of equal height and that the
columns were bent in double curvature with the inflection point at
mid-height, In unbraced mUlti-story frames the top several stories
and maybe some of the bottom stories do not meet the above assump-
tions since the columns are bent in single curvature. Care must
therefore be exercised when ,using the subassemblage method to be
sure that all the assumptions are satisfied, Currently research is
underway to find ways of applying the subassemblage method to those
stories excluded by the original assumptions, and also to avoid the
plotting of many sets of subassemblage shear versus s'way plots for
a frame.
345.2
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I EXG-mp\e 91
Check the. 5-trengt-'n and sti~~ne.ss o~' level
20 0-1 the example ~,O-me us\ng the su '0-
a.ssembla.ge method 0"' a.noly co·,s ..
Suoa.sse.mb'age A- B
The resu\tco of" the o.na\yc;\s 0' sub-
a.ssemb\a.ge A - B o.re shown grapnlca.\ \)1
on. pa.ge 90.
5'ubClssemb\Qge A-B-C
The recou\t-s o~ the ana..\ys\s 0"' sl)b-
assemblQge _A-B-C Q..'e -shown gra.phlca\\y
on pa..ge 90.
Su be. ssernb\a.ge B-C-D
B C
vv =~. 15 k\p/ft w:=:5.87 kip/~t
I I II I I I I I I I I 111111111 I I I I I I I I I I I I II I II 1111
-~
~ ~24W:7~ ~ 24W- 7ro(f) I I ~ I \9~ I 0) I '(1) I 11~ ~ C\1'=t "'"L g =lO.5n ;t Lg==2~.5H ~ ..c1~
110..
--
.,...
-
I---
~ L = '2 tt .;;- L= 28,t .....,.
Co,lumn' Da.to..
CD pjpy =0.73 ® h rx =20.05
@ M pc = 82l kip-,t
No~ F'unc,tion Operation Le-ift Glrder I R\ghi- Glr.de,
\ 5. 5 3 1CO "cD 5 I 2 .20 /., 2. 9CO
Le~t End I Right End I Le\'t End I Right- End
I
a:
If
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8. SUMMARY
Adequate unbraced mUlti-story frames can be designed in
carbon and high strength steels using the procedure presented in
this report. The plastic method gives the engineer a more rational
design procedure than the current allowable-stress methodG The
procedure consists of: preparation of design d~ta, preliminary
design of members, final design of members, deflection and drift
checks, and connection design. This procedure enables the designer
to proportion an unbraced multi-story frame which can resist systems
of factored loads of a certain magnitude greater than the working
loads. The design is based on an equilibrium solution of the
structure in which the plastic strength of the members is not
exceeded. Special attention is given to means for assuring the
stability of members and of the complete structure.
A final design of the twenty-four story frame that has been used
for the example problems was, made using both the allowable-stress
method and the plastic method. The results of these designs are
shown in Fig. 23 and a weight comparison is shown .in Fig. 24.. A
total material savings of 6.8%, mainly in tne girders in unbraced
frames was obtained by the plastic method.
The authors recommend that changes be made in struct~ral
steel building design specifications and in building codes to permit
application of this method in the desig~ of multi~story buildings.
The experimental evidence generated during the preparation of this
345. 2
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method assures that the use of this method is feasible without
reducing safety standard's below those acceptable in parts of
-93
present and past typical construction. It has been revealed that
the American Institute of Steel Construction is studying changes
to its Specification based on the research cited.
345. 2.
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Abr = Required area of bracing member
A
sr
= Area of reinforcing steel in negative moment region
A
w
= Area of the web
a = Distance from neutral axis to top concrete fiber in
A
b
= Area--Subscripts c and s denote concrete and steel
areas, respectively
composite member design
= Width of flange
= Effective width of concrete
C = Total compressive force on the concrete
cT = Compressive force on the steel
Cl = Compressive force to be resisted by studs in the
negative moment region
em = Equivalent moment coefficient (see Eq. 12)
d = Depth of section--subscripts c and g denote column
and girder depths, respectively
Est = Strain-hardening modulus
e = Moment arm in composite design
E = Modulus of elasticity--subscripts c and s refer to .
concrete and steel moduli, respectively
fT = Compressive strength of concrete at 28 days
c
G = Modulus of elasticity in shear
H. = Horizontal load at the i-th level
1
h = Story height
345.2~
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I = Moment of inertia--subscript s refers to steel
I tr = Transformed moment of inertia of composite section
K = Girder restraining coefficient
Kl = A constant incorporating the end restraint
K2 = A constant incorporating the end restraint
kMp = Column plastic moment (see Fig. 13)
L = Span length from centerline of column to centerline
of column
11 = Distance left from bracing member in question to next
bracing member
M
c
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
Distance right from bracing member in question to
next bracing member
The larger of LL and LR
Length of bracing member
Critical length between bracing
Clear span length of a girder
Length of the positive moment region
Bending moment--subscripts 1 and 2 refer to column
end moments where Ml is the larger in absolute value
Column end moment
Girder end moment
Girder moment at left end (clockwise positive)
Lateral buckling moment
Plastic bending moment
Plastic column moment--reduced for axial load
Minimum plastic moment (Parameter)
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= Column end moment ratio
= Critical axial load
= Axial yield force
= Elastic buckling load
= Maximum axial load when no moment is present
= Modular ratio (E IE )
s c
= Axial load·
= Number of shear connectors
= Girder moment at right' end (clockwise positive)
= Restraining moment at a joint
= Ultimate moment
p
p
cr
p
e
p
o·
p
y
q
n
T = Total tensile force on rolled steel member
r
= Ultimate load per shear connector
= Radius of gyration--subscript b denotes a bracing
member
V
m
= Maximum shear force
w = Uniformly distributed load--subscript L denotes
live load
s
= Web thickness
= Ratio of end moments on the braced segment
= Column chord rotation
= Deflection of beam
= Lateral deflection of a story
345.~
€y = Strain at yield point
8 = Joint rotation
'fy = Yield stress in shear
\J = Poissonts ratio
O'cr = Critical stress
cry = Yield point stress
-97
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Appendix I
The capacity of a transversely loaded girder to resist the
moments imposed by lateral loading or sidesway buckling of a
frame is especially important in the design: of unbraced frames.
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This capacity may be determined by writing equilibrium equations
for a member loaded as shown in Fig. 5 and establishing limiting
values based on formation of plastic hinges. The key positions
for plastic hinges are at the face of the leeward column and either
under one of the loads or at the windward column face.
This appendix presents design charts and the equations derived
to plot the charts for two loading cases. These cases are: (1)
uniformly distributed load, and (2) third-point loading. These
charts and equations make it possible to determine the key ordinates
of the beam moment diagram with a minimum of computation. The key
ordinates are the moments at the two ends of the girder, the
plastic moment and the sum of the two end moments.
The process of determining equilibrium can be likened to
shifting and rotating the simple beam static moment diagram as is
frequently done in textbooks to explain end fixity of beams. The
maximum ordinate of the simple beam moment diagram depends on the
load factor F2 for combined loading (1.30 in this paper), the load,
and the span L. A parameter FI gives a measure of the extent to
which the simple moment diagram may be tilted without indicating
that the member's plastic moment capacity has been exhausted.
345. 2
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The design charts can be used to determine the end moment
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a. when
capacity of a given member under a given transverse load or they
can be used to determine the member size needed to carry a given
combination of wind moments plus transverse load.
The following is a summary of the equations which are plotted
as design curves in Fig. Al to A6.
1. Uniformly Distributed Load
Fl ,1.O<F~4.0
2
d
~< l.O
M F1P -g- - F2pm
M 8[[:f- 1] FImng- - - F
2pm
M1 FI den
-- = - + 4- -M F2 Lg F2pm
M2 8[K- ] d [4flf- 8] FI1 c= + - F2M Lpm g
(30)
( 31)
(32)
(33)
Mpm
8de [flf- 1]
1 - L
F
2
w L 2
= --_.-..g-16
(34 )
(35 )
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b. when
FI fF > 4.0
2
-100
d
cL < 1.0
M Pl M.P _ _ ffilffi
M-F~-M-
pm 2 pm
d
c
L
d
c
L
( 36)
(37)
2. Third-Point Loading
F '
1
a. when 1.0 < F ~ 3.0
2
d
.~ < 1.0
(38)
(39)
(40)
3d C 3L J I.Sd c
2 - 2L .,+ L ,+ L
g g g
3d ]
+ 2L
C
g .
( 41)
( 42)
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b. when
F1F > 3.0
2
d
cL < 1.0
[ {g]
( 45)
( 46)
( 47)
( 48)
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Fig. A2 Chart for Selection of Girders Subjected
to Uniformly Distributed Load
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Fig. A3 Chart for Selection of Girders Subj.ected
to Uniformly Distributed Load
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Appendix II
Design of Composite Beams
Composite construction can be used to advantage in multi-
story frame design where savings can be obtained in the weight of
steel and in construction depth. The stiffness of the floor system
is also increased. The ultimate capacity of a composite beam is
reached when full plastification of the cross section occurs. Full
plastification is possible only if the shear connectors between the
slab and the steel beam are sufficiently strong. Stud connectors
will be considered here since they are most commonly used: The
effective width to be used in the plastic design of composite
sections is the approximation recommended by AISC Specification
1.11.1.
Moment Capacity
Full plastification of the composite section can occur in two
possible modes: with the neutral axis in or with the ~'neutral axis
present.
from equilibrium between the maximum possible tensile force in
must be known in order to determine which mode of plastification is
( 49)
A"
= s cry
a 0.85 fIb
c
The neutral axis is located by the following equation derived
below the concrete slab. The location of the neutral axis (Fig. 25)
the steel and a compressive force in the concrete slab.
345.2
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where a = distance of the neutral axis from the top
surface of the concrete slab
As = area of steel beam
b = effective width of concrete slab
f' = compressive strength of concrete at 28 daysc
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If "an is equal to or less than the slab thickness, it gives the
correct location of the neutral axis and all quantities are calcu-
lated according to Mode 1 below. If ,n a " is greater than the slab
thickness, the neutral axis falls within the steel 'beam and all
quantities are calculated according to Mode 2 below.
Mode 1 - neutral axis in concrete slab
C = 0.85 fT bac
T = As cry
C = T
Mu = Te = T [d;a + t J
(50)
( 51)
Mode 2 - neutral axis below concrete slab
The neutral axis lies at the bottom edge of the steel area in
compression. The areas in tension and compression can be determined
from the fact that the tension force must be half the combined
capacity for tension and compression of the system.
c = 0.85 f' btc
T 1 (0.85 fT bt + A cr· )=
"2 c s y
C' T C 1 - 0.85 f1 bt)= = - (A cr2 s Y c
M = Ce T + e'en (See Fig. 25)u
( 52)
( 53)
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Values of e t and en depend on the shape of the steel sectio.n
and must be determined by considering the properties of the parti-
cular composite beam. Fortunately, the neutral axis falls in the
slab most of the time and the more complex calculations of Mode 2
are unnecessary.
Terms used in the equations above are defined as follows:
C = compressive force in concrete slab
c t = compressive force in steel beam
d = depth of symmetrical steel section
e = moment arm between centroid of steel area in tension
and cent.roid of concrete area in compression
e' = moment arm between centroid of concrete slab and
centroid of steel area in tension
efT = moment arm between centroids of steel areas in tension
and compression
t = conc~et~ slab thickness
The shear connectors act over the full length of the peam . . In
Shear Connectors
(54 )
This force can be
found by:
cry = yield point stress of the steel beam
M = ultimate moment
u
the longitudinal reinforcement of the slab.
must be resisted by the studs is equal to the yield strength of
regions of positive moment, the force on the connectors is the
compressive force C on the concrete ,as found in Eqs. 50 or 53.
The horizontal shear force in the negative moment region which
The length of the positive moment region can be found by:
a
sr
= minimum yield point of the reinforcing steel
(55)
-Ill
A = area of- reinforcing s.tee~ in negative
SI'
moment region
Cl = compressive force to be resisted by studs
in the negative moment region
wher,e
345.2
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where t = length of the positive 'moment region
Lg = clear span length of the girder
Mp = plastic moment oft the steel member
The number of studs required is given by:
where q .is the ultimate capacity of a single connector in pounds.
u
N =
For design purposes the ultimate moment capacity of a study
connector can be found by:
(56 )
( 57)
where d = diameter of stud in in.ches
s
£T = compressive strength of concrete in psi
c
If longitudinal reinforcing steel is placed in the slab to help
resist negative moments and the force in the reinforcing steel is
small, then stud connectors should be placed in the negative
moment region at approximately the same spacing as was used in the
positive moment region. The use of the above equation~ is illus-
345.2
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trated in Example 10 which is the design of girders on the second
level of a frame as composite beams. The mode of plastification
with the neutral axis in the concrete (Mode 1) is selected as the
condition for design. Using Eq. 51 the ultimate moment is deter-
mined. The shear connectors are then designed using Eqs. 55, 56,
and 57.
Deflection of Composit~ Beams
Deflection can be checked in composite beams to see that
practical and aesthetic considerations are not exceeded. It has
been found that when deflection due to live load is approximately
less than 1/360 of the span, it leads to no undesirable effects
except for possible vibration. What constitutes excessive
deflection though is up to the judgement of the engineer.
,When checking the deflection of composite beams, deflection
due to the following causes should be considered. Permanent
deflection or creep will be caused by dead load plus any part of
the live load which will remain on the structure most of the time.
Shrinkage of the concrete will also cause permanent deflections in
most beams. Short term deflection is caused by the remaining live
load, the load which goes 011 and off the structure frequently.
Shrinkage and creep deflection can be calculated by the simple
procedures given in References 13 and 28. Composite .beams with
their preponderence of flange and relatively small web may
exhibit considerable shear deflection due to loads and shear
deflection should therefore be considered.
345. 2
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To calculate these deflections for composite beams, the
first essential is to obtain a transformed moment of inertia in
terms of one of the materials, in this report, steel. Two values
of. the transformed moment of inertia are generally determined.
One.is based on a modular ratio n of the steel-to-concrete for use
in short term live load deflection calculations. The second uses
a modular ratio with three times n replacing n to give a smaller
value of I tr for calculating the more severe deflection resutling
from creep under long term loading. The transformed momemt of
inertia can be found by:
ba3 d 2I tr = Is + 3n + As (a + t - a) ( 58)
where I tr = trans forme'd moment of inertia 0'£ the
composite section
n = modulus of elasticity ratio = E IEs c
Is = moment of inertia of the steel beam
t:s [ nA 2t J nAs ' sa = -,:;-+d+ - -,:;-
E
s
= modulus of elasticity of steel
E = modulus of elasticity of concretec
( 59)
conditions and to use the transformed moment of inertia to obtain
The second essential is to consider the appropriate boundary
formulas for the bending deflection due to each cause. The follow-
(60 )
are equal to the moment at midspan.
w L4
6 = w g
192Eltr
ing deflection equation assumes that the moments at the beam ends
When this equation is used with the proper values of Ww and I tr ,
it can give good approximate values for short term live load
deflection 8
st ' total live. load deflection 6L, and long term or
creep deflection 6LT .
345.2(App. II)
where & = deflection
w = factored working load
w
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In the calculation of shear deflection, the shear may be
assumed to be fully carried by the web qf 'the steel section and
uniformly distributed across the depth. For uniformly distributed
loading on beams with moment diagrams symmetrical about the beam
centerline, the following equation for shear d~flection 6
8
is
applicable:
L2w
8s =
w g (61)8GA
w
where G = shear modulus of steel = E/2(1+\))
A = area of the web of the st-eel beamw
Shrinkage of concrete which is restrained by the connect~rs
and the steel beam sets up a force in the concrete which is eccen-
tric to the neutral axis of the combined section. This eccentric
force causes a bending moment and curvature in the beam which
results in a deflection. The expression for the centerline
deflection of the composite beam for a constant shrinkage moment
throughout its length is given by:
. ML 2
g (62)
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where 8
sh = deflection due to shrinkage of concrete
M = P · e
e = a - t/2
P = bt € hE
. s c
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, Deflection calculations for composite beams are illustrated
in Example 11 at the end of this Appendix. Deflections are
computed for the composite girders designed in Example AI.
As a special case in Example 11, half of the live load is
'assumed to remain on the structure long enough to be considered in
the calculation, of long term deflection or creep. The remaining
half of the live load is assumed to be transient and cause the
typical short term deflection.
In the example the section properties for short term deflection
are calculated using Eqs. 58 and 59: The short term deflection
caused by one half the live load is then calculated using Eq. 60.
For comparison with the live load deflection limits, the deflection
for full live load is calculated using the same properties and
equation. In this case it equals twice the short term deflection.
The second stage of Examp~e 11 includes the calculation of the
long term deflection properties by Eqs. 58 and 59 plus' the deflection
by Eq. 60. Deflection due to shear is calculated for the total load
using Eq. 61, and deflection due to an assumed shrinkage strain 'is
calculated using Eq. 62.
345.2
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The total deflection is the sum of the short term and the
long term bending deflections due to dead and live load plus the
deflections due to shear and shrinkage. It is shown that the
deflection due to shear is 19 percent of the total, indicating
that shear deflection rates consideration in composite beams of
these proportions.
345.2
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IExample \ 0 [
Des\gn girders as compos·,-te beams
(L.F.=\.7) ~or level shown. Use Cly =3<oksi)
sla.b th\c KneSS t = 5in. ) -t~ =- 3 ks\ .
E -9" ect \V e W \dth b:= L g/4 or b::= (2)(8 ')t
. wLg
Req.u\red (Mp+Mu ) = 8
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A B c
1111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
L g1 Lg2 L g3
.......-..-~----------;_..............-~-"'""""'~.. .-_~--_.__.-IJ-
The Ta.bu\at\on be\ow \'3 set up ~or t\Aode I
(Eq.. A.3) that 1<5 ) o.-<t. If' a...>-t) use Eg... A.5.
Des\gn 0-\ Compos·\Te Bea...ms
L g W b Mu+Mp Sec.-r ion
CD
Unrts 1eet klp/\'i \0 k\p-\n.
A-B l8.8~ 7.4} 5(;, .~ 39~O \4B2G
B-C (0.85 8.04 32.5 )785 12Jr)\.B
C-D 2G.84. G~g 80.0 7470 lCo Y'F30
}CoV'F40
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Use ~ ·Ht.¢ studs
Number 0' studs ~or hCl.\~ ~
Z Ar- d T Q
..::>
@ ® @) @ ©
\n~ ·\n.2 In · k\p ·In.
39.9 7.CoB· \ 3 .89 275 \.9\
\4.3 . 3.45 \ 2, .00 ( 24 l.50
Co3.9 \ O. \39 \5.B5 38\ 1.B7
72.7 ) \ .77 )G,.O 4Z4 2.08
d-a e=®+t Mu 'M Mu+MpG P
CD @ ®=®@ @ @
in. \n k \p-·,n. k;\p-\n klp-\n-'
5 .99 )0.99 3025 )43(0 -44<0 \
5.25 \0.85 \270 !:)\t5 17'85
0.99 ) \ .99 4t3 70 2300 ~670
Co.9,b ) \ & 9<0 5070 12~eO 7<090
Des\gn connecTors ",or Girder A-B
D\sta..nce 'between inflection point (length
of pos·,tive moment diagram):
~ - L ~u ' - \8 8G,j 302.5'
- jMlJ+M p , -. 44Col-
=15 .5 8 .crt.
A-B
B-C
C-D
A-B
B-C
C-D
Units
Un \1-6
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Negatlve Moment Reg\on
It )ongttudlna.\ re,n""orc\ng used
N - (~.43 - 't. 7b)() 2') --- 3 Cltl)clo.
-,. 0-05 . -- ~ ;:>
3a...t 7in~
or 7 pa.\rs at I 2 ·,n.
r345.2
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[gX4MPLE JI I
Compute fhe fofal yv'orltint; load deFlecf/on f'or C!lirder
,q?",1:>2 designed 05 a compos/fe beam (shored
consfrucrion ),
Dafa I ~g:: /8,8riJ ft , b 14 ,5(j,(iJ in" t· 5 in,
fc := aks/ 5.f1orf ferrri loading, cc: S~OO/(5~nil ~
Lonr; ferm loading (creep) n' S ~n == 27
tljhr/n~oqe sfroln esh:: aOOOltlJ
Work.ing looos Dead Wo:: Z88 K,lff,
LIve W, = /'''8 k./ff,
lbfa/ W -: 4,5(; k./ff,
5fee/ secfion: /4fJ2QJ (1l5::7,(iJ5in,~ Is=242,liJin.1d.I9.89in,)
In cteflecfion compufafion ossume con5fonf
composite cross secf/on over fhe ruff /engfh
ofq/rder:
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Shorf ferm def7ecflon
Loac/lnq: wBi hi fl a74~~
Secfion properfietl
a :I J'--~s-(~-·.~-5-)~~9-i~-:~-5-)+-I5.-,8-~-+-2(-5--J) - ~~~5): 4.5in,~5In.
Itr= 242.(i) + 5(4a~~i513+ 7.CP5 e8z8g+S-4.3)~eS(POin.4'!
Oef/ecflon ~ I a74(/8,8(PK/2j 4 ,
os.f.'I19E · ?g(/O)3(29~OJI'Z Sf 0.0128 m.
Live load def1ecfion : & It ?dfl.t. ::2(0.148) =a024rPin. ~ 1~~~-1'2:o.~31'"
o,/~.
Lonq term clef'/ecf/on (creep)
Looct/nG': U/= Wo +~ WL 11 Z88+ 1(tl/S) =a(;'2o/rf,
5ecf/on properf/es
a .j2r--l-~-:g-5-)--::'~-~-ff-·g-5-)1--/~-.8-9-.;.-~-t5-»- 2;~g5) 11 aJ.98in.7 S;J.
,', Neufra/ axis /5 in fhe sleelbeam and
fhe rot/owing eqvorlon IS derived ror Ifr
~ to [t2' fcl+t)2~1Itr =I~ +n 12 ,. \---z- I+;f /H'sJ
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5(5G,G} l5 2 !t5.89+5)Z / J ' 4
If e f4?} I 272 f \" z / J 7 6 : (DS7.(P!n
Oef/ecfion :
4
.f' _ J 5. ~2(18.8r; J( 12) ,
ol.t''''9Z· 29(/O)I((g57.~}/2=Q2/7/n,
5hrinkage deflecfion
U$e: n:: 9
e
P_j"o&. 9 .. 2 ...4"·#0,·°.. · .. . '. p ~ec
eF-~~-. I NilLg ~~
1
4 - -I
_.- 1--elJ- w=
if) IMil P'e =::::.
M-dt'ogram e' a-;:: 4.5- ;:: /.8 in.
M:lS~,G(5)(o.OOO/r;)(9200)(1.8) II efiJ/k-in,
For fhe given M· diagram,
r :: MLtJf .. ~r;/(18.8r;Jt/2)2 .ftI '
ash SEeIfr· 8(PtJ)(/O)I(2g~O) • 0.0244 m.
Oef/ecf/on due fa 5fJeoi
La,,"'/n;: tV II WD f ~ ;: 4. 9fiJ O/,.-~
c e e
e· P(/+Y) II 2(/1-0.5) :: ZtiJ ' Weboreatlw=I5.89(o.255)
Oef/ecfion :
Maximum foral def/ecf/on
!;Dfd/ :: d'S,t. "" Ji.t, ?hh .j.1s sQOle9-j.Q217.J:O,0244"'ao59 11 0,9/6 in,
shear deflect/on contri!:Jutes ( 0.05%.913) lOa =/g%
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Formulas and Explanatory Nqtes Details ofConnecfio~
Corner Connections
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Required Web Thickness
for Shear
V3Mp
W= erydbdc
Oloqona/ Web 5tiffener
I I.Mp WdcJ
As = cos B Lc7'y db- V3""J
Alternatively use Web Doubler
Plates to ProvIde the Required
Web Thickness
Ex erior Oearn-to· Co/um
Connections
Required Web Thickness of
Column to Prevent Web
crippling . [ Abf Jo-yb .
.. W = fb +5kc o-Yc
Flange 5firrener Thickness
When Required (or Web
Crippling 'M~
Ast = [AbFWC(fb+5kc)].
Required column Flange
Thickness(Ten5;on Di~tortion)
fc > 0. 4 ,jAbf' O'ybcTyc
345.2
Formulas and Explanatory Notes Detai/sorConnections;
= -,
blsterior 5eam -to- Colulnn
Connections (~Coni:)
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Required Web Thickness
For Shear 1/3 M,3
W = Cr.,ycdb de
Diagonal Web Stiffener
For Shear
I [M3 de]
As =COs e a-ydb-WfiJ
Interior {jearn-fo-Column
Connections
Requil-ed Web Thickness
of Column to Prevent
Web Crippling:
W fAbf 1CYyb
=' ltb+5 kcJO".,Yc
Required Web Thickne.ss
to Prevent CCJ/utnn
Web Buckling:
ltV > de /30
Flange 5tlrrener Thickness
When Required (or Web
Crippling ,.
Asf:= [Abf-we (fb +5kc ) ]
345.2
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Formulas and Explanatory Notes DetollsoFConnections'
Interior l3eam - fo -Column
Connections (Cont )
..
....
~\
,\
\\
;. ~\ ~
e!~
A.
v
Required Co/utnn Flange
Thickness (Tens/on Distortion)
J. > 0 ,i 1~A 'crybIe - .4 bl O'yc
Require.d Web Thic!<ness
For Shear
v'3 /J.M
W= o"ydbdc
Li M =M, +Ml (+ Clockwise)
Diagonal W~b stirf(;neJr
for Shear
/ ~AM_W~l
As· cos eLo-ydb N J
Welds (MaximulTI Load)
Fillet Welds (Taken af Throat)
rr max == 24. 4 ksi E60 Ele,ctrodes
or 5:: 1000 Lb/in. //Gth ". ;;,
Tmax:: 26.9ksi E70Elecfrodes ~:::::=::::::::.:::::::::~~/~
or 5:: 1200 Lb/m./16 th L~ W~b
. ~a/v'2
Tension onf;uff Welds=dy(8ase) a
'Metal 4--\ t '--"'"
8utt Weld
Formulas and Explanatory Nofes Details ofConnections
f::>olf6 (Maximum Load)
A .325 Oolt!3
345.2
Shear (Friction- Typ(;)
c-c Max ::II 20 ksi
5hear (fj~aring-Type)
t
-126
'7: Max = 5/ ksi i : iF:J
8earing ~ Tt:3n5i/t!!, Strength·
Tension = boH ProofLoad X.I.15 P -B===fPaJ
Combined Tens/on and Sht!lor
(tJ~rlng)
(5hear)2+ 0(2 (Tensionl-o<'la/ pl)2
0( =r 0.8 :Shear Plane Through
Shonk
0<. =O. 65 5h~rPlane Through
the Threads
f1 490 bolf.s
Shear (Friction - Type·)
earMax =:.30 ksi
5hear (Bearing-Type)
T Max =,68 ksi
Bearing ~ Tensile 5tr~ngfh
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Formulas and Ex /anatory Notes Details ofConnections
,50/15 (ConfinutJd) .
Tension:: Bolt Proof Load
0< :=10.75 Shear Plane Through
5hank
C>( =: O. 55 Shear P/an~ThroU91
Threads
.. • ~r~ _ &. ~ ~ ~ ,
p
/
~-fjm
345.2
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Governing
Design Conditions
Gravity Load
Condition
Transition Zone
Combined Load
Condition
-129
Convention
Level
I
2
:3
4
5
6
n--I
n-2
n
n+1
n+2
Fig. 1 Design Conditions for Unbraced Frames
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2P
2H " Me r"\ Me r'\ Mer- ---.-...- ---r
I I I
I I Ihi: I
I I I
I I I
Fig. 2 Horizontal Shear Equilibrium in a Story
of an Unbraced Frame
Fig. 3 Column and Girder End Moments
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de
2
Fig. 4
I
I
IA
Mp
Moment Diagram for Mechanism Forming
in Clear Span of Girders
w
"
""
'" " ,."
............ --....._--.....-"
Girders Subjected to Gravity Plus Wind Moments
Having Plastic Hinge Moments in Clear Span
Fig. 5
~- Lg ~-rde ~I ·Itt-lllllt-... ----L--------..11 Ide
II II IIII J: il
I: I II CENTER- TO-CENTER SPAN If I
II
II
II CLEAR SPAN
II
II
II
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0.10
0.05
o
de
L
10
Mp
, Mpm
2
M =1.3wLg
pm 16
Dashed Line A'bove ~ :: 5.2
F. I: 16 Mp
I WL2
9
M
2
15
10
~
Mpm
Fig. 6 Chart For '8electibn of Girders to Resist
Sway Considering Depth of Column
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Fig. 7 Use of Chart to Select Required Plastic Moment
53
EFFECTIVE F,
7
8
6
I Mg
Mpm
5
MOMENT
4
), .:.Mg _IMpm
--
3
Selected
Mp Mp
2 Mpm
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Mp
Mpm
7
·M.
M2
6
I,Mg
Mpm
5
:3
2
4
8
I .
M2
Mpm
0 2 :3 4 5
EFFECTIVE F1
Fig. 8 Use of Chart to Determine Girder End Moments
MOMENT
Mpm
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Fig. 9 Effect of Lateral-Torsional Buckling
p
M
p
h
Fig. 10 Beam-Column Bent in Double Curvature
Reduced Plastic Moment Values For Various Axial Force Ratios
(For Sections Used as Columns)
A441 Steel
eN
~
V1
N
Section o-y A" p- r xy
ksi in 2 kips in
/4 J1F4ZUJ 42 125,8 52(g1 7,Z
/4 PF~aQ 42 "...,,, _49/3 -r ~ ..
Mp'c Aver.
=0.4 P/PY=0.5 P/PY=O.6 P/PY=O.7 P/PY=O.8 P/pv=O.9 Increment
..:·ft. k-ft. k-ft. k-ft. k-ft. k-ft. k..ft..
r;,z /845 1507 1155. 78(;".4 40f,4 .5~5,7
.~~ IG9a /;;;R/I /()GO 7~" - ---r~ 30QD
/lJ,W-~/ 4Z """I. , ~J"'q,.
--
:7U - 1/44- :/"/,&'/ 709-6 f.,J."~;7 ~(J4,5 "CJ""~
/4 JfF2(;4 4'2 77,tit5 ~r 2fP IO~g Ballo u42,9 /94,5
42 7255
\
~5(j,7 59£214W?4f; .(iJ,i. ~I 77Ul8 /7~9
14wea7 4Z {iJs'(P9 tP,~ 53 ~/fi2 745,(P 5~5,7 /72,(j,
/4 ftF228 4Z 4 (;],OfP (i' ~7 87~8 7/f,4 54/,0 1~5,4
/;1 M~"'li'2._, 42' tlJ4 :11':._ fA
.'flO I 831J,5 JA"'A_~.I 5/s'(P 3tlR :; /~Jl I
3038 2937
0482 0.85
Fig. 11 Sample Selection of Column Sections
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1.0
0.6
Mo
M
P 0.4
0.2
I
- I
I
.........
........-~ I I uy =36............ ~
I I r---r--..~ ......... .........
u y =50 ........
........p.......
-.......
........ r---~
........ .......
MOG -V Mo
i- h -I
Fig. 12 Lateral Buckling Moment for Uniform Bending
o 20 40 60
h
-
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80 100 120
kMp
"Weak" Column
L
Fig. 13 Roof Girder Framing Into Weak Column
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Mp
Brace
Location
;'
/
13 :: End Moment Ratio
Fig. 14 Definition of End-Moment Ratio
er
. If?
/Stiffen
flange
(b)
ression
(0)
\ '?c:
\ Comp
Tension flange
" Bracing rod
(c)
Fig. 15 Bracing Details
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h/2
h/2
......-. .......--
t AAI Hn t ~BIHnf ~eIHn
PnA PnB PnC
IH,n =I Hn-,+ Hn..
D.n/2
,- -I-- -Be I' -CD
Fig. 16 One-Story Assemblage
t~H,t>:cIHn
PnB Pnc
P(n-I)D
Fig. 17 Half-Sway Assemblage
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~BC=~BIHn P(n-I)B.~ WAB M(n-I)B WBC
ABC
Restraining
Girders . t-~BIHn
PnB
B
Restraining
Girder
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